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FOREWORD

,

The issues of civil and human rights for the handicapped have
. had a major effect on our society. Several pieces of federal

legislatiop later adopted as state...regulations, have been at the
forefront of change in the delivery of special education
serv'ces. This,legis±ation -includes The Education for All
Han capped Children Act (P.L. 94-142), the Vocational

abilitation Act,. Section 504 (P.L. 93-112), and the Amendmen,ts
tb the Vocational Education Act (P.L. 94-482).

%
A.

All of these mandates describe our society's commitment to
quality programs for handicapped students, including special
att(Antion to .career and vocational evelopment.

Each law also outlines and requires adherence to the concept
of "least restrictive environment"--the notion that, to tke
maxifflum extentiaQpropriate to their needs, handicapped-Students
should be educated with their ponhandicapped peers. A
handicapped- Student should not be placed in a segregated
.restrictive setting unless it can be shown that the Student
cannot benefit fticlm a less restrictive program, even,with the usp
,of supplementary aids and Obrvices.

These manuals have lDeen,develo ed_to clarify roles and
responklbilities of school 'staff and parents in providi g
programs: to meet the career and ;Vocational education ne s of
mildly to'moderately handicapped students. I'belieVe that you
will find the mateorials extremely helpful. I commend their.use
and application in the intepest of forwarding our comMitment to
the provision of outstanding-educational oPportunities fer our
exceptional Students.

'Michael'P. Marcase
,SuperIntendent of SochoolS
The School bistrict of
Philadelphia
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1 PREFACE

The liivision of Career tducation and Division of Special
Education of the School District of Philadelphia are proud ta
introduce this series of manuals on criLcial aspecti of career
education for exceptional students. Our dialogue in.planning
these books has strengthened our conviction that including_career
education instructional goals at every grade level is essential

I
to the development of an appropriate program.for all children.

The manuals reflect the.schoolvdistrict's efforts to
implement the following Career Education goals for exceptional
students:

1. To ensure that all students leave'the Philadelphia
schools with the ekills, knowledge, and attitudes
necessary to gain and maintain employment and/or to
continue their education or training to the fullest
extent possible.

2. To make all career velopment and Vocational programs
accessible to-all stu nts withOut regard to sex or other

I. traditronal accupat,ional stereotypes.
a

3. To ensure the accessibility of all career 'development and
N\ vocational programs to students with handicaps.

4. To increase school-related work site exPeriences and
employment opportunities for in-school yoUth. -

5. To ensure that occupational training prOgrams respond to
the present and projected employment peeds the'
community.

Faith in the-exceptional student's capabilities s critical
inachieving thesegoals. Every student can learn, and it is
incumbent upon us as educators to ensure that 8tudents learn to'
the best of their ability. An increased awarqness'of career
educatiOn programs and ur related roles--as administrators,
teachers, counselors, and parents--will foster the development of
an educational program that'realizes the potential of each
exceptionalt child. It is with this approach in mind that these
materials have been developed, and we urge you to.use them to
improve instructional'programs for exceptional students.

1

Win L. Tillery
Executive Director
Division of Speci..0. Education
The School District of
Philadelphia

I ),

Albert I. Glassman'
Executive Divrector
Division of Career -Education
The School District of
PhiladelPhia
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The AllAance for Career and Vocational Education is a

Consortium of school districts from across the country, working

mith the National Center for Research in Vocational Education at

Th Ohio State UniVersi'ty. The consortium was foithed bo that

school districts and the National Center Could work togeth-4- oh

common priorities in career and vocational education.

This cooperative arrangement

Creates a "multiplier effect"et Eduele et/
1). 0

ACVE ACVE
MEMBER MEMBER

iNotioThenal Center
tor Plaaltarch In

Vocational
Education

ACVE
MEMBER

I.

ACVE
MEMBER

ACVE ACVE
MEMBER MEMBER

cotot

nal Er:1°-

mbereby each sChool district,

in addition to ,the outcomes

and'services for whith it has

Contracted, ,also receiyes

the products developed for

other Ailiance members.'

Thus, school districts are

able to develop and irdplement

comprehensivefprograms at far less expense than would be possible;

by workng alone. The outcomes of the Alliance reserch and,

development efforts have enabled member districts to provide

increased flexibility in career and vocatiaal education.programs

that address the needs of all students. Alliance training .,

programs and materials have also enabled membera to expand from

traditional forms of instruction to the development and

management of.)indvidualized programs.

2
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if The enactment of legiSlation and the subsequent deVelopmept

of regulation.s.And guidelines affectving education for'handicapped
,

individuals havOhad a major impact on vocational-education Ad
->-

its collabortion with special education.

The Schbol District of Philadelphia contracted with the

National Center for Research in Vocational Education for
a

,

assistance with the developTent ot a comprehensive staff

development plan for special and career education. This project

resulted in the development of the Policy.and Procedures Manual

arid eight role-specific training manuals that comprise a

comprehensive staff development package for collaboration between,.

special and vocational ducation inIthe Schoof District of-
,

Philadelphia.

The'materiali have an overall theme of "Career Planning' and

Vocational Programming for Handicapped Youth." The Policy and
4

ProdediQ->M4D41 is designed to provide a cOnceptual and
4

programmatic overview of the career plann,ting and vocational

programming processes for handicapped youth in the Philadelphia

school district. The manual'communicates Philadelphia's

commitment to appropriate bareer planning and vocational
4

programming for handicapped youth.. The eighetraining manuals

are designed to be specific for the following:

Administrators and Supervisors
'Princigals
Teachei-s
Supportive Service Personnel.
Psychologists
Student Evaluation Personnel
Counselors 2' '

Parents

LJtj
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Each manual contains an Sderview ofm.the oppoiftunitie

each school staff faculty or faculty members to assist

handicapped xouth in career plinning and vocational educatid

In addition, the manual contains rale-spcific tespo s bilit

including activities and projected putcomes.

Major emphasis is placed fon' the func6.ons'oi the Child Sto

Evaluation Team (CSET) and the develOpment of the Individualit

Education Program (IEP)vas structures for cbnductihg'the
Os

assessment, evaluationo'and follow-through foi vocational

placement and supportive.services. The manual arso inaludes

information on full-service implementation of vocatlonal

programming for handicapped youth and the procedures necessary

for the monitorin4 and evaluation of programs.

The Policy and Procedures Manual further identifies the

definitions and legal implications that prOvi0 the guidelines

for programmatic structur%and focuses on the process and

procedures necessary to provide careenvplanning and vocational

programming for handicapped youth. Als included are a glossary,

several appendices and a comprehensive

state-of-the-art reference materials.

phy containing

The Policy and Procedures "Manmal and role specific manuals

are to be presented as a part of' a comprehensive staff

development plan designed to assist sctiool staff ih.providing

career planning and vocational programming of the highest

quality.

,e-
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w.PHILADELPHIA'S COMMITMENT

TO APPROPRIATE CAREER DEVELOPMENT

f AND VOCATIONAL PREPARATION FOR

HANDICAPPED'YOUTH

1
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C)verview Of' Career Education'

. Caree'r education is defined as the totality of learning

-

expetiences through which students learn about and plsepaTR to

engage in wotk as part of their way of liVing. Although 0-cis

. concept initially'raised concerns about implementation Of career

education in the schools, the overall goals of career education

were accepted. Indeed, career education reemphasizes the

traditional goals of alleducation, as the 'growth ot those

attitudes, habits, and skills recognized .as.necessary for youth

to reach,.th!eir maxiinUm potntial as productive adult citizens.

As a concept, career-education recognizes the potential worth of

all children; as a process, it ensures optimization of that

410
potential.

Definitions of career education'are numerous; each

definition, however, contains several 'common elements. For

operational purposes, the School District of Philadelphia has

adopted the following definition:

Career education is a concept that endeavors to
testructure the formal educational proceSs to
provide students with the ,opportunity to gain
knowledge, understanding, and eXperience in career
devefOpment concepts.

-
Career development can be eXplained as "a process that iS part

human gtowth and development, that extends throughout life, and

-that involves 'career awareneSs, eXPloration, decision making

'pdanning, implementation, and maintenance designed to- make work,

paid and unpaid, a meaningful part f an individual's total



life-style. (Davis and Ward 1978)

Thus, career education is extended to every child from
i

kindergarten through twelfth grade -and fosters the infusion, of

career/yocational attitudes and skills throughout tr'entire
-A

;.

pupil curriculum. Further, _these experiences are designed to be'

free of bias and stereotyping with regArd to race, sek, age,

economic status, or handicap.

The School District of Philadelphia's career education plan
/

is used to provide career education instruction at all grade

i
levels for aq students, by infdeing relevant competencies into

,

the es -blished Curriculum in a developmental sequence. *The

career education curriculum includes career awareness,

exploration, preparation, and placement as malor themes. The:*

school district's career education program considers the full

range of skills needed for independent living.- 'Thus career,

education complements offerings of specific vocational education

courses.

The unique importance that career education haS.for

handicapped students is described in subsequent sections of this

manual.

14
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.0vprview-of Vocational Education

Vocational educators share both the concern and-responsi-

bility for appropriate educational planning for handicapped

youth. From the many, existing definitions of vocational

education, Phildelphia has adopted one that encompasses the major

components of the others and.is in accord with the mandates of ,

,

both the federal government and the PennsylVania Department of

Education.

Vocational Education is that body of 'academic education
and occupational skill training offered at less than'
the-baccalaureate degree,level which prepares persons
far productive employment as a major role in their
pursuit of a satisfying, contributing and rewarding
career.

Vocational educatiNan is an integral part of a comprehensive

educational system that benefits the individual and society by

contributing to the economic and social growth of each.

Vocational education provides training in an area of career

pursuit, and shauld be made available to all who want and need it

without regard to race, sex4 religion, or handicapping condition.

In addition, vocational educators are concerned with developing

an individual's appreciatiomlor the work ethid. This work,ethic

is actualized by the acquisition of attitudes, habits, and

competencies required:to secure Salable employment and consumer

skills: For the individual, vocational education-isHused to
1

bridge the transition from school to work. For society,

vocational education is used to. provide a trained cadre of human

resources.



All vocational educatiom programs stand ready to serve any

individuals who, for any reason need training or #etraining to

enter or maintain'employment. Priority for training'should be

given to the handicapped and disadvantaged.

The decision to place a handica4ed student in a particular

-vocational program should be based on the recommendations of the'

Child Study Evaivation Team (CSET) as docu nted on the

Individualized Education Program (IEP) plan. It is:of Critical

importance to include vocational-educators as integral members of

the CSET team. Handicapped students in'yocational programs may

require supportive services that may include adapted learning

materials and supplemental support from a variety of profes-

sionals and paraprofessionals. The designation of appropriate

supportive services is a responsibility of the CSETc

Students should be instructed and encouraged.to advance to

their maximum level of ability and interest. For-some students,*

single skill competency may be achieved; other students may be

able to achieve the full range of competencies included inithe

curriculum. Care must be taken to ensure that all students are

placed in an environment conducive to success.

Overview of Special Bilcaion

Special education, as defined by the Pennsylvania-Board of
0

Education, is a basic education program adjusted to meet the

educational needs of exceptiOnal persons. Exceptional persons in

26
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PennsylVania are those persons evaluated and found to be hearing

impaired, mentally retarded, physically handicapped, learning

disabled, brain damaged, speech and language impaired, socially

and emotionally disturbed, visually impaired, severely

multihandlcapped, or mentally gifted and talented.

'In order to identify and accede instructional progrdips

including career educataon program components and vocational

education courses for special students, the school district

'utilizes a multidisciplinary evaluation and placement approach.

The Child Study Evaluation Team (CSET) isAharged with gAthering

objective educational information and making appropriate

recommendations for program placements. This information is used
fi

in the development of the Individualized Education Program (IEP)

plan, a document that defines an appropriate program of education

for each special student and guides the individual's special

education instruction.

Program placements recommended for handicapped students must

be in the least restrictive eriVironment'. The "least restrictive.

environment" (LRE) is defined as the placement optign that

realizes the match between the learning needs of the student and

the conditions of the educational environment, while Providing

the student with appropriate integration with nonhandicapped

students.

Related servAces in special education are designed tO enable
4

the student to participate in and profit from an appropriate .

411 education program as descr b d on the IEP. These Services may

13
17



include but are not limited to transportation, occupational and

physical therapies, psychological evalUation services,

) recreation physical edUcation, counseling, school health'

services, parent counseling and training, medical services for

diagnostic and evaluation purposes, and the,uSe of adapted

equipment and materials. The designation of appropriate services

to support the student's educational program is also a CSET

function.
41.

Career and vocational preparation are clearly a major focus

of'special education curricula at all levels. of.programMinge
_

Whether / xpressed throUgh life skills, surVival.skills,. or A

traditional academic traihing, a constant goal of special

education &ervices is to provide training and programs necdssary

to enable studvts to become economically and socially

self-sufficient, independent, and contributing members of

society.

The concept of related services means something far different

than the prlision of specific and isolated ServIces, therapies,

and/or guidance to handicapped youngsters "in addition td" their

classrooms or vocational setting. Best practices fall for

related services to be planned and delivered in an "integtated,
Not

comprehensive education model program designed to develop the

potential of handicapped students. Related services are planned

and delivered in concert with the students' instructional

programs.
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Linkage

Overview

The delivery of quality caeeer planning and vocational

programming for handicapped ,students in the School District of

-

Philadelphia rwIluires linkage among the-

Division of Career Education;

Division of Special Education;

district difice and'staff; and
4

school staff.

The unique role of each is described in subsequ nt manuals.

'The following material represents.an explanation Of the general

concept of linkage as well as direction for its implemfntation.

Two significant resources of information with guidelieres;for
/-

-,interdepartmental and intaragency linkage-have been published by

the Leadership Training. Institute/Vocational:and Specida1-

Education, University of Ilkinois, and the Techaicak Educatidn

ReseattCh. Centers at Cambridge, Massachusetts. The following

liasic information regarding linkage represents .selective

paraphrasing from thede two timely resources.

Definition

bInIteragericy cooperation., or linkage., is the aCtivity bY which
, r

gencies or debartments jOin forces toserve similar populations

of clients. The major objective of linkage iS the PrOvision of

the best posiible-service ih the most cost-etfective manner.

When sevetal agencies work together, the end product ts the



a cooperative arrangement that develops for serving clients.

-The terms cooperate, collaboate, plan -a.nd agree tare terms

often associated with the concept 6f linkage. The two major

nt

v components of linkage are agreement and planning. In the
.

grpement stage, agencies or. departments ."agree to agree" with

one another; then, in the planning stage, the-agencies identify

detailed methods by which they can-and will link services.

The Problem

Amid calls for accountability, the question "How can we

maintain present services ana deveaop new services without

substantially increasing expenditures?" becomes crucial for any

organization with limited funds and resources'. In most school
)

distrWts, there are s eral service providers,responsible for

meeting the needs of the same students. Often, these providers

di) not sucCessfullY pool their resources or coordinate 'programs

to-meet the needs
i
of their shared students.

Without linkage, the resulting delivery spectrum for students

may be characterized by any one of the following:

Unserved or underserved students who fall into .

the "cracks" between agency or departmental mandates

Inefficienb6use of limited resources

Competition for c
r
lientele and/or funding among

,

organizations and dippart4 ments

Inadequate referral-networks for helping users
locate needed services

%

Inadequate or nonexistent linkages between
related services

16 20
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Appropriate attention to such ituattons will result Ph a

cooperative,'distriet wide ap roach to meeting the needs of any

stsildent group with multi e needs.,

The Solution

Collaboration is the first step toward developing a unified

plan for meeting the needs of any underserved group of 4lients.

By bringing together all key, personnel ft-WI the Divisionof

Career Bducation, the Division of Special Education, district .

offices, and school- staff serving a particular clientele

collaboration fosters--

a sliaring of organ izational perspectives for meetin
the needs of clients;

a sharing of information about servi.ces currently
offered to clients; .

the identification Of new programs or new linkages
between existing programs that could meet crOcial
client needs;

the identification and sharing of orgatbizatiOnal
resources that cduld be pooled from department*
holding needed resources;Ond

the development of long-terffi\collaborative
relationships that ensure continued'communitywide
efforts to identify client needa and to develop
programs for common clientele

:1

As an example, the improvement of career-related serVices for

handicapped youth is a natural theme for a collaborative planning
4

effort. No one organizatiOn can be expected to have the

resources, expertise, time,-or energy to provide the fUll range

of services neceSsary to prepare handicapped youth fOr the work

17



environment. Resources and expertise are needed from all sectors

of tne ocational education system. In PhiladelPhia, personnel

'can collaborate to plan and implement key career-related

programs, such as the following:

co. Career exploration.
A.Employer sensitization

Vocational aSsessment
Work ekperience
Job,placement
On-the-job training
Per,Sbnal and career counseling
Equipment modifi,cation
Inservice training

When collaborative agreements 4re.formed, effective local'
A

1

agreements are specific-and address such items as defining

services, eligibilityi and provision of' services.

LinkaWFacii,itation

Commitment and leadership at the highest level are of utmost

importance for the implementation and maintenance of interagency

cooperation.; the linkage comm,itment needS to be, at the-highest

decision aking level to facilitate positive moveMent toward

collaborative agreements. Decision makers should be able to

identify specific indiViduals within their strUcture who can

assume responsibilities for collaborative functions withiin and

between offices. Similarly, mid-management ISersOnnel should have

the authority to move freely within and across departments and to

be recogni ed by the established power structure. Various

resources bf the organiza-tion should then be available to

18 22
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accomplish the tasks of the aOtual collaborative activities.

When identifying critical areas of linkage, care should-be taken

to review.such items as attitudinal factors, preconditions, and.

facilitators'that contribute to success; categories that

influence the development and maintenance of intOragency

linkageS, barriers, hnd incenticooperation; and methods

-for reducing risk.factors.

The federal government is attempting to link traditional

rehabilitation vervices *ith vocatiOnal education by iaegratIng

irservice delivery.models. The school district will be accessing

rehabilitation services and implementing linkage in the near

future.

'Philadelphia's Lin age

A true sense of commitment to the p.rovision of quality

vocatiorigl education for the handicapped is a primary goal of the

Division of Career Education and the Division of Special

Education. Full expressioa of this goal is provided in the

Philadelphia Intermediatebunit Plan

The cooperative efforts of both divisions are most

instrumental in the effective delivery of' uni pport to

vocational education programs for the Tdicapged. Whe Divisions

provide technical,support in a variety ot areas related to

vocational programs. Technical support maq include' the

following:

19
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Allodation of human,and material:resources

Identification of assessment strategies to define
the vocational'education needs of students

Ongoing programdevelopment to meet the unique needs of '
students

OngoinglcurTiculum development and refinement
NS.

Ongoing communication and staff development programs
designed to meet the, vocational education needs of
exceptional students

Development of proposals and grants to seek additional
funding sources.

Career educators and special edUCators are committed tO

providing technical suppOrt to Vocational programs in general,
,00

and to meeting the individual needs of all'exceptional students

as identified-through the7CSET And IEP processes. -The divisions
0

direct the greatest level of support to the vocational programs

at the school level through school principals to their staff..

Additional service is provided by special education staff

deployed to the schools from the diStrict offices. Central staff

from career, vocational, and special education.are prepare() to

assist schools and district offices as requested.

Ttie cooperative, careful allocaion of special education and

vocational education resources is required mot only to avoid

possible duplication of efforts but also, more importantly, to

ensure that the diverse needs of handicapped.students can.be

addressed. at makes little sense to require that vocational

programs meet individual needs without a coordinated provision of

2 0 24
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resources to meet those needs. Further, the expanding variety

and adaptation.ofexisting vocational programs to meekthe needs

of handicapped stuiients provides testimony to-th-ia commitment.

Specific ongoing, caOperative activities are identified for all

administrative personnel. All instructional support personnel

are directed to appr riately participate in the C ET and JEP

probesses so that their expertise can be applied to assessing and

matchihg stludeht needs to programs and serviceS.

The careful delineation of the roles and responsib.lities of
4 .

1
a

A all personnel deployed from the Division of Career Education and .

1

i .

the Division of Special Education ise.described in the l\ole .

1

specific manuals. Specific demonstration of a coorditiatd

410
approach to support schodl7based programs of vocational ducation'

for the handicapped ds required of at support personnel

In general', the activities of al/ support Personnel ay be

identified as part of the f&elowing steps:

CSET process (evaluation of student needs)

IEP process .(planning appropriate prograla)

Instructional prograniming (direct delivery of
instructional and support services and review and

revision of programs aS needed)

The school district, .through the technical support of the

DivisAon of Car4eer Education and the Division of Special

Education, is committed to positive cooperative actions in each

\
of the following areas of concern:
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ds
4.

Assuring handicapped StUdents offequal.opportunity forL-) admisSion torogra s that may already be oversgbscribed
7

Providing education.aij. ervices to handicapped students inthe least restrictiv
, Ovirpnment. In most cases this

will be the regular thctional education program serving-
.nonhandicapped students,'

1'Ensuring vocational edIlcation participation in the
development of IEPs

) '

. Meeting the IER requirements through the cIasetOom'
experience

II--q ,

0-Pttwiding adequate_vocaWional assessment and evalU4tion-.
Services

EnSUting adequate careeedupation eXperiences for
-handicapped students, asla baSis for vocational educatipn-

Expanding vocational ed#OationrecruitMent practices to
include handicapped' perSons and. encouraging their... .

..

I 4,

incteasing jod develdp*nt actiVities and job placeinent
of handicapped personsicompleting vocational educatiOn -

Providing adequate St4OLdeeiopmeat fot vocational
teachers who cannot ed0CatiOn relating to teaching
_handicapped students--atid fpr vocational special teachers
who instruct career'esdpcatOn for-special education
teachers

Developing supportiveWork0g relationships between
special education and vocat4orial education programs atthe local levels

Developing a vocational e4Ucation system that serves the
needs of individual-studets in the most inclusive wayS
possible

In summary, established linkages between divisions within the

School District of Philadelphia will ensure that theSe concerns

are addressepabling the District to provide prograMmingtto

meet the needs of students.

.
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PREFATORY DEFINI TIONS
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Career Education

Career education is a comprehensive,effort to proVide pupils

kindgarten through twelth grade with the knowledge, skills and

attitudes required to make work a productive and meaningful

experience and part, of life. It represents-the integration of

career/vocational attitudes and skills throughout the entire,

pupil curriculum including career awareness, exploration,

decision making, planning, implementation, and maintenance.

Career Development

Career development is a lifelong process and sequencing of

activities that include self awareness, career awareness, values

clarification, career exploration, development of interpersonal

and basic employment skills, awareness of the significance of

work, money management, leisure time prepaation, and obtaining,

maintaining, and terminating a job. This sequencing di

activities, as a whole, is designed to make work a meaningful'

part of an individual's life.

VOcational Education

Vocational education refers to apPk'rowed progwams under public

-bypervision and contrOl that provide organized learning

-experiences designed to develOp skills knowledge, Attitudes, and

work habits in order to prepare individuals for entrande into and

prOgress through various levels of paid and.uppaid employMent in



occupational. fields including agriculture, business, distribu-

tioni health, gainful and useful home economics, and trades and

industry, or for additional preparation for a carPer re4uiring

other than a baccalaureate or advanced degree.

Special Education

Special education is a basic education program.adjusted to

meet the educational needs Of exceptional persons. Regulations

related to P.L. 94-142.define special education as,

specifically designed instruction, at no coat to
the parent, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped
child, including Classroom instruction, instruction in
physical education, home instruction, and instruction in
hospitals and institutions. The term includes.Speeqh
pathology, or any other related/serVicer.if the service
consists of specifically designedvinatructionv at no
cost to the parents, to meet the unique needs of a.
handicapped child (Rules and Regulations, P.L. 94-142,
Federal Register, August 23, 1977).

Vocational Special Needs

Vocational special needs refers to vocational education for

disadvantaged or handicapped personi supported With funds under

the Vocational Education Act of 1976 (l).L. 94-482) to include

.special educational programs and serviceOdesigned to enable

disadvantaged or handicapped persons to achieve vocational

education objectives that would otherwise be beyond their reach

as a result of their handicapping condition. These programs and

'services may take the form of modification of regular programs or
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be special vocational education programs designed only for

disadvantaged or handicapped persons. Examples of such special

educational programs and services include tile following: sPecial

remedial instruction, guidance, cOunseling and testing services,

employability skills trainingr special transportation facilities

and'services special educational equipment, services, and

devices, and interpreter and reader services. Such education

ncludes working with those individuals in need of vocational

training whd cannot succeed in a regular vocational program due

to a nandicapping condition or the effects of disadvantagement.

Definitions of Handicapping Conditions According to
Pennsylvania Standards for Special Education

Brain damage is a moderate to severe injury to the
brain, as identified by a neurological examination, resulting
in severe behavior and learning disorders. Persons whose
behavior and learning disorders are primaril'y the result of
visual, hearing or motor handicaps or mental 'retardation,

,emotional factors or of environmental disadvantage are not
brain injured. The Verm'brain damage does not include the
condition known as minimal brain dysfuriction.

Hearing impaired is a hearing loss ranging.from mdAld
(hard of hearing) to profound (deaf), which interferes'
with the development of the communication process and
results in failure to achieve full educational potential.
A person shall be assigned to a program .for the hearing
itpaired when the evaluation and Individualized Education
Program (IEP) plan indicate that such a program is
appropriate, provided that the evaluation includes a
report by an audiologist'dnd otologist.

Learning dlsability is a deficiency in the aCquisition
of ba8ic learning skills, including but not limited to
the ability to reason, think0.ead, write,,'spell., or tb'
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do mathematical calculatibns, as identified by an
educational and psychological evaluation. Petsons who
have learning disorders which are primarily'the result
of emotional factors or of environmental disadvantage ,

are ndt learning disabled. The term learning disability
does not exclude the possibility ttiat a learning
disabled person may also exhibit such conditions as
brain damage or minimal brain dysfunction. A person
shall be assigned to a program for the learning disabled
when the evaluation and Individualized Education Program
(IEP) plan indicate that such a program is appropriateA
provided that the evaluation clearly indicates that the
person can demonstrate average or above average intellectual
functioning on an appropriate intelligence measure. The
evalUation shall include an assessment of specific academic
strengths and weaknesses.

Mentally retarded persons have impaired mental
development which adversely affects a persOnls educational
performance. A mentally retarded person exhibits
significantly impaired adaptive behavior in learning,
maturation and/or social adjustffient,as a result of
subaverage intellectual functioning. The degree of
retardation and the level of social and academic
functioning, not deviant benavior patterns, shall be the
factors in determining the individualized program. A person..
shall be assigreed to a program for the mentally retarded
when the evaluation and Individualized Bducation Program
(IEP) plan indicate that such a program is appropriate,
provided that no person shall be assigned to,a program
for the--

1. educable mentally retarded unlesS their IQ seore is
1 lower than eighty;

2. trainable mentally retarded unless their IQ score is
lower, than fifty-five;

3. severely and profoundly mentally retarded unless
their adaptive behavior is so severely impaired that
educational programming is oriented to b6haviors that
may be considered, absolutely basic to higher levels of

skilled performahce. Individuals with an'IQ score
lower than thirty may be considereP for these programs
,and shall be evaluated Oy a phyician prior to
assignment.

Mentally gifted and talented persong have outstanding
intellectual and creative ability, the development of which
requires special activities ot services not ordinally.
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provided. in the regular progr4m. Persons shall be assigned
to a program for the gifted when they have an IQ scOre of 130,
or higher. A'liMited number of persons with_IQ scores lower
than 130 may be admitted to gifted programshen other
educational criteria in the person's prOfile strongly
indicate gifted' ability.

Physically handicapped persons have orthopedic and/or
other health impairments of sufficient' magnitude to limit
clatsroOm acdommodation and educationa1perform4nce. A
person shall be assigned to a program for the physically
handicapped when the evaluation ana-IndividualiZed Education
Program (IEP) plan indicate that such,a prOgram is
apPropriate provided that the evaluation includes reports
from a physician and a certified public school psychologist.

Severely multihandicapped pertons. who ate diagnoted at
having two or more.of the severe handicapping conditions
required fOr assignment to approved private schools.
(i.e., blind, braiWdamage cerebral palsy, deaf, emotional
disturbance, muscular dystrophy, seVerely mentally retarded)

Socially and emotionally disturbed persons have a
condition exhibiting one or more of the following
characteristics over a long period of time and to 4 marked

'degree: an inability to learn which-cannot be expiained by
intellectual, sensory .or health-factors; an:inability to
build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal relationships
with peers and .teachers; inapkropriate Xypes of ehavior or
feelings; a.general pervasive mood of.unhappinest or
depression; or a tendency to develop physical symptoms,
gains or fears.associated with personal or school problems.
A person shall be assigned to a program for the socially And
qmotionally disturbed when the evaluati6n and Individualized
Education Program indicate that 'such a program is
appropriate, provided that-evaluation includes reports
from a board-certified or approved psychiatrist.-

SpeeCh and language impaired persons have communication
disorders of impaired language, voice, fluency oe articula-
tion to such a degree that acadethic achievement is invariably
affected, and the condition is signficantly.handicapping to
the affected,person. A person shall be assigned to'a program
for the speech and languagelimpaired When the scteening by a
speech clinician and the:Individualized Education PrograM
(IEK plan indicate that such a program is appropriate,
Where appropriatei an. evalUation by a certified public
school psychologist or .physician phall be performed.
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Visual,ly impaired persons have a visual iMpairment that
adversely affects educational performance. .A person shall he
assigned to a progtam for the visually i-npaire,d when the
,evalUation and.the Individualized Educati ogram (IEF)
plan indicate that'such a progyam is appropr ateoprovided
that the evaluation includes an examination by an eye
specialist and a written teport of the nature and degree of
the visual impairMent. 4
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,OVerview

Americans have traditionally Supported the concept Of a free

public eduCation for-all children; unfoitunatelyt haridicapped

children have mot always been beneficiaries of full educational
,

servicea. During the last twenty years however, there has been

a strongiladvoCacy mOvement to aidthe handicappysl. These

advocates have protested that the handicappede especially.the

institutionalized'h n icapped; have not been afforded appropriate

opportunities. The.laments'of these advocateAvere loud and the

public listened.

Congress listened, also, and responded. A flood of

legislation appeared; each new act ensured further progress for

the handicapped, especially in the area of education. Congress

agreed with the advocacy-groups thatrtraining a segment of the
1

population for economic dependency was neither a kindness to

those individuals, nor a luxury the nation cduld afford.

Moreover, to exclude the handicapped from educational

opportu4ties and servicea was to deny them a basis civil tight.

Conseguently,.the seventies produced the most

2
legislation regarding the eduCation of.the handicappe At-last0

ehensive

the law of the land mandated a free and appropri.ate e cation for

all American youth.

,Itfis the challenge and the obligation of American school

districts, OministratorsAnd teachers of theeightiesIto fully
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implement these fundamentals and far reaching mandates.

Federal Legislation

Today's educator needs knowledge of three major pieces of

federal legislation that are sure to impact upon professional

responsibilities.

The Education for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975, P.L. 94-142

The Education of -pal Handicapped Children Act of-1975, P.L.

94-142, i4 the mCigt comprehensiVe and significant legislation

regarding the education of handicapped children. .In brief, P.L.

94-142 mandates a tree, appropriate education for all handicapped

children and youth. Included within the definition are the deaf,

A,
deaf-blind, hard of hearing, mentally retarded, multihandicapped,

orthopedically impaired, other health impaired, seriOusly

emotionally disturbed, specific learning disabled, speech

impaired, and visually handicapped.

'The legislation further stipulates that related,services must

be provided at no cost to the child or parents. For example,

transportation,and the developmental, corrective, and supportiVe

services required to.4!lelp a handicaPped child benefit from
a.

special education are provided. Related services may include

such areas as speech pathology and audiology, phychological
4

services, physical'and occupational therapy, ation, early

identification and assessment of disabiliti in children,
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counseling services, medidal services for diagnostic or

evaluatiVe urposes, school health Services social

work servic s in schools and parent coUnseling and training.

Key com onents of P.L. 94-142 that impact Upon the

'educational p ocesS include the following:

1.: All ha dicapped children and their parents shall be

guaran eed due procgt withregard to identification;

evaluat on, and placement procedures.

2. A multi ctored assessment proceSS shgll be implemented;

no one p rion or one test instrUment shall be the sole

reference used for placement. In addition, children

stiall be ssessed in their natie or priMary language.

All evalua ion procedures and instruments must be

selected a d used so that they are fair to all

students re ardless of race or culture.

3: Once a s'tud nt has been'identified as being handidaPped,

the law req ires that a written _Individualized Education

Program (IE ) plan be developed and impleMented for each

child redei ing special;education services. The IEP:-

must include a statement Of the spedific spedial
,

education and related services to be providedto

shildren tO meet their Unique needs.

4. To the maximum eXtent posSible, handicapped children;

should be edUcated with nonhandicapped,childien in



-

settings that are .38 hOrmal as possible. This me:insthat

these students should be placed n more xestrictive

settings only when regular education with supportive

servtces has been shown to be ineffective. ThiSds

commonly called:placemet in the least-restrtctiv,e

,environment (LRE).

5. The local education agetticy has ihe primary

responsibility to proviOe appropriate education

programs.for-its handic'apped students and must also
d

provide for the periodic`review and mon..itoringof

such programs. Local eaucation agencies must also

file a written plan clea.rly stating the procedures-
,

that they are emploYing'to meet the mandates of the

law, includingl -.(a) ex-tensive child find prOcedures,

nondiscriminatory evaluation, and placement

procedures, (b)."full services" goals; (c) a guarantee Of

complete due process procedures.; and (d) a guarantee'Of-

policies and procedures to protect7the confidentiality of

-pupil data and information.

6. Appropri4e inservice training must be provided

to all regular'4ducation, special education,and

support'persOnnel who..AFe responsible for educating

handicapped students.'

40.
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The- VOcational Education Act Amendments of 1976, P.L. 94-482

The Vocational Education Act Amendments of 1976, P.L. 94-482,
.

is a strong companion piece of 'legislation to P.L. 94-142. The

1976 Vocational Education 4endments mandates the need to serve

special needs populations of all ages who could benefit from

vocational education. P.L. 94-482 also refers to the importance

of the IE1D including vocational education programming, where

appropriate, and requires states to describe in their state

vocational educdtion plan how the program provided to each-

handicapped child will be plapned and coordinated in confOrmity

with and as a part of the child's Individualied Educational

Program as required.by the Education of All Handicapped Children

Act. In addition, P.L. 94-482 accepts the standards get for

states, which are r3quired by P.L. 94-142, thereby, requiring

compliance with that Act in order to be eligible for funds from

P.L. 94-482. Thus, this reinforces the mandates of P.L. 94-142

both in philosophy and/action.

From the federal funds allocated to states Tor vocational

education, at 1eastc,10 percent must be set aside to be used

solely for the provision and support of vocational programs,

services, and acti.Niities for the handicapped. Such funds may be .

used tor both secondary and postsecondary and technical

'vocational programs.

Special vocational education programs serve those A

handicapped who, by reason thereof, require special education and
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related services and who, because Of'their handicapping

condition, cannot succeed in regular vocational education

programs without special educational assistance or require a

moditied vocational education program. P.L. 94-462 speCifically.

States that.any vocational education program using federal funds
1

must meet the goals Of P.L. 94-142 and comply With its

4

requirements. Thus, all rights guaranteed under P.L. 94-142 are

extended to handicapped children served under the Vocatioiial

Education Act.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, P.L. 93-112, Section.504
The Rehabilitation Act of .1973, P.L. 93-112,.Section 504

represents-the fitst federal ckvil rights law that specifidallY

protects the rights of the handicapped. It is mentioned last in

this section in Order to siress that P.L. 93-112 (later amended

in P.L. 93-516) includes fiscal restraints.on agenCies in

noncompliance with the Act, and thus provides a primary'source of

.enforcement of P.L. 94-142,,The'Education for All Handicapped

Children Act of 1975. The protection of the civil rights of

handicapped persons can be most easily illustrated by.examining

the exact wording of Section 504:

No otherwise qual.ified handicapped indiviothal in.
the United.States shall, solely by reason of his
handicap be excluded from participation Di, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
disdrimination under any program or activity
receiving federal financial assistance.
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Section 504 applies to handicapped individuals of all ages.

addition to reaffirming every handicapped child's right to a

free, appropriate education, the law also includes these

important requirements:: (a) handicapped individuals must have'

opportdnities to participate in or benefit from services equal to

those that are provided to other individualsrEo exclude

handicapped pupils from elementary or secondary programs

constitutes a violation of their civil rights; (b) colleges and

postsecondary programs that receive federal funds may not

discriminate against applicants on the basis of handicapand

further, accommodations must be made to make it possible for

qualified handicapped pupils to participate in their programs

(e.g., special equipment, provision of interpreters and tutors,

and so forth);.and (c) all programs and services must be

accessible.

In.meeting the objective of program accessibility, a district

must take care not to isolate or concentrate handicapped persons

in settings away from nonhandicapped prOgram participants. The

regulations require that programs must be accesSible to

handicapped persons. This does not mean that every, building or

part of a building be accessible. Structural changes must make

the program accessible if alternatives, such as reassignment of .

claSsesp.are.not possible. Handicapped students-may not be

ekclusively assigned to separate.annexes or branches; they may

43
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not be denied equal vocational education opportunities as a

result of inaccessible facilities or inadequate evaluation

procedures. Further, eligibility requirements or admission tests

may not denx vocational education opportUnities on the basis of'

race, Color, national origin, or handicap. NoncOmpliance

jeopardizes receipt_of all federal funds.

Summary

It can be clearly recognized through the passage of these

three pieces of legislatiOn that Congress ddes intend handicapped

youth to receive and benefit fromo-full educational services and

opportunities. It should be equally clear that,-dplementing

these mandates'will.require the efforts, expertise, and

cooperation of all educators.

Commonwealth of FennsylVania Guidelines

In response to federal mandate the Pennsylvania. Department

%i

of Education has developed a state plan,, which ass res that local

education agencies under the jurisdiction of the st 6 comply

with the mandates of the federal legislation pertaining to

handiCapped persons.

In conjunction with the st'ate .plan, the state publishes and

disseminates regulations, standards and guidelines for special
-,,

and vocational education that ldcal education agencies must
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imPIement with full compliance.

The State Standards for Special Education published on

October 1, 1977 Comply with the mandates of P.L. 94-412. These
Vstandards describe the requirements for operating special

education4programs for all exceptional students in Pennsylvania.

This means that in Pennsylvania, not only all handicapped

students but also all mentally gifted and talented3students are

afforded the protection of the law, ,including the provisAon of

written IEP.

Additionall v the Regulations, Standards and Guidelines for
$ .

Vocational Education (1978) provide extensive direction to the

planning and implementation of vocational education programs.

The Regulations, Standards and Guidelines for VOcational
Education (1978)

This document provides additional information and program

requirements related to federal legislation. Local school

administrators responsible for establishing and operating

programs of vocational education must apply requirements in this

document to ensure full compliance with state and federal laws.

Goal VIII of Goal Regulation 6.91 of thip document

articplates the state's commitment to vocational education for

the handicapped. Goal VIII requires school'diatricts to develop

and expand vocational education opportunities for the

handicapped. Subgoals to goal VIII further elaborate this
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position.

The subgoals are as follows:

VIII.1 Provide remedial and supportive vocational
services for'disadvantaged and handicapped.
students to foster their:PlaceMent in, regular
vocational education/programs.

VIII.2 Modify regular vocational education programs to
medt the needs, of disadvantaged or handicapped
students-.

VIII.3 Develop special vocational-education programs
based on the needs of disadvantaged and.
handicapped Ptudents.

4

VIII.4 Provide more vocational education opportunities
in areas of the state that have a high
concentration of youth unemployment and/or
school dropOuts.

VIII.5 Promote exploratory (hands-on) prevocational
programs for disadvantaged and handicapped
students.

School-District Guidelines
4

Both federal and state legislation provide the impetus for

local school district policies and procedures. In order.to meet

the requirements of both federal and state mandates, the-School

Tdstrict of- Philadelphia -has developed a comprehensive

Intermediate Unit Plan of Special Education. This plan documents

all major aspects of programming, and ensures the state that the

school district is in compliance with state and federal laws.

Vocational education is a key component of the Intermediate

Unit Plan. The vocational education segment of the plan was
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develpped with broad based school a'ild commUnity input. It'is the.

product of the cooperative wotk of the DiVisionof Special

Education an Division of Career Education within the School

District of Philadelphia.

The following comprehensive programmatic goals appear in the'

Philadelphia Intermediate Unit P]ran and in the Superintendent's

Systematic Goals foe the Education of All Students:-

PP

1. Provide remedial and-supporti e vocational service
for disadvantaged and handic ped students in order
to foster their, placement in regular-vocational .
educational programs.

2. Develop career-exploration activities for handicapped
pupils in order to provide them with--

awareness cA career options; and

opportunity for exploratory (hands-on) experience
in a wide variety of occupational areas in order ..
to prepare the handicapped Pupil to select the
best vocational education courses.

In addition to the Intermediate Unit Plan, the School
CL,--50t

District of Philadelphia, Division of the Special Education,

developed the Policies and Procedures Manual which describes

activities to ensure compliance with state and federal

requirements in evaluation, placement, and due process procedures

for handicapped students. The policies and procedures are used

to guide'CSET teams and to assist themAn developing appropriate

Individualized Education Program Plans (IEP) plans for

exceptional students.
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PROCEDURES AND PROCESSES TQ
PROVIDE CAREER PLANNING AND
VOCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR

HANDICAPPED YOUTH
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Overview

Career development activities and vocational education are

integral parts of a quality comprehensive educational.system as

they are used to provide both general, as well as, occupational
a

training. Vocational education contributes-to.a Student's

economic and social growth-. All students who want, need, and can

benefit from vocational tral.ning, without regard to race, sex,

religion, or handicapping condition, should have access to it.

A comprehensive career development and vocational education

program bridgeS the transition from school to work. Concerned

with the'total development of an individual, vocational education

fosters an appreciation for the work ethic, proper work attitudes

and work habits, and contributes to a student's usable consumer

and employment-related knowledge, leadership skills, and salable

employment skills.

The School District of Philadelphia offers a continuum of

programs to all students beginning with career awareness and
4

continuing through to occupational preparation and training.

Thus, vocay.onal education is an integral part of PhilIdelphia's

career education plan. The career awareness component is infused

into the curriculum from the onset of school and continues into

the formal prevocational instruction, which begins in the fifth

grAde. Students in grades five.through eight, may enroll in

prevocational, vocational' orientation, and Csareer exploration
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programs. Career exploration programs are oXfered through

buSiness education, home economics, and.industrial arts programs.

Secondary, level vocational training begins as stud)lats reach

ninth grade. Philadelphia's vocational education training ,'at
4

this level.is a combination of. vocational skills training and

academic studies. .Vocation 1 education programs are available in
'

comprehensive high scnools,, ea vocat onal-technical schools,

skills centers, and some magnet schools located throughout the

city.

Vocational eddcation prepares students for part-time employ-

Ment whIle attending schoOl and for full-time employment

immediately upon graduation. Part-time cOoperati4 and work

experience programS Are okfered during the senior year of a

vocational:curriculum. For.out-of-school as well as in-sc400l

,youth, vocational education plans, develops, and delivers educa-

,tion and employment training services in coOperation with

agencies such as the Philadelphia Office Of Employment and

Training, Opportunities Industrialization Center of America,

Philadelphia Chambe4-of Commerce, Urban Coalition, Urban League,

Jewish Employment Vocational Services, and the Private Industry

Council.

To meet the career development and vocational training needs

of the handiupped learners in Philaddlphia, a COoperative and

A
multidoisciplinary approach is utilized, The Division of Special
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Education and the Division of Career Education, Of which

vocational education Ls a major component, have linked th

effiRprts to prepare handicapped youth for an adult worker's role.

'Professional personnel working with the guidelines and goals

of one department, may not know the objectives.and gilidelinet Of

another department may not be known.
//'

career education,the program component's of

and special education are

To provide role clarity,

vocational education
%

listed on the f011owing page. The

chart is designed to foster a better understanding of roles and

to facilitate the detired successful linkage of professional

personnel who,serve handicapped youth.
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Canponents

CAREER EDUCATION, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION= SPECIAL EDUCATICN CBJECTIVES

Career Education Vocational Educatiori

1. Skills to be 1. Ten general employ- 1. Specific vocational skill
delivered to, ability/adaptability/ required for entry in'to
students promotability skills specific occUflaains

needed to succeed in
work and in life

2. Population to
be served

4,01

Special Fclucation

Regular education
curriculum to themaximum
extent possible,With
phasis in 7 major domain
areas as necessas,

to reddce deficits:
,

domestic maintenance/
personal maintenancek
commdnity
tfunctional academic/
physical, Motor, mobility/
interpersonal cOmMUnica-
tional/ and vocational

2. All studentS identified
as hearing impaired,-
mentally retardeal
physically, handi-
capped, learning
disabled f brain <damaged'
speech and language
impaired, socially and
emotionally disturbed,
visually impaired or
severely matihandi7
capped, mentally gifted.
and talented in need of
special education
programs and services

2. All students 2. Some students trimarily
gradds K through at secondary, postsecondary,
adult sdbbacaularate, and adult

education levels

3. MOor delivery 3. Infusion into all
strategy

52

existing curricula

:

3. A wparate instructional 3. The IEP-all handicapped
,studentS MuSt have an
annual career education
goal and, when
appropriate, a,
vod.itiorial education
goal

prPgrarn
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Program Components

4. Use of com-
munity
tesources

5.6Work experience
objectives

6. Breadth of
emphasis on
"work"

7. Involvement of
carcrnunity

resources

8. General goal

54

Career Education

4. Active "partners"
in delivering -
career education
skills

5. Provide skill
training in se-
lected vocational
education area'

6. Both paid and
unpaid work

T. Private sector,
community service
organizations4 and
volunteer,organi-
zations

8. Tb help students
acquire skills that
will enhance their
life experiences.

Vocational Education

4. Primarily serve in an
advisory capacity.

5. Tb suppaement specific
vocational skills taught
in the classroom .

6. Paid empaoyment

. Private and public- sector
employees

8. Tb help students acquire
skills that will allow
them to gain initial
entry into occupations .

t's),

0

Special Education

4. Use of community re-
sources as described on
the IEP

5. Tb help students expaote
possible careers and
and career interests, in-
crease opportunity for
independent living

6. Varies. Increase
student's life skills

. Atrangements-fq
instructional settings
in the private sector,
cammunity service
organizations designed
to promote a "life
skills" approach to,
instruction

8. Tb provide students with-
an "appropriate" program
of education as defined
by the IEP
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The Individualized Education Plan (IEP)
As Program Facilitator

The 1EP: Rationale/Purpose

A major requirement of The Education for All Handicapped

Children Act (P.L. 94-142) is the development of a written

Individualized Education Program (IEP) plan for each student

identified as exceptional and in need of special education. The

IEP is the vehicle used to document the delivery of appropriate

educational programs to special education students. The nature

and extent of the special education program, as described in the ,

student's IEP, is determined by the needs of the student.

Student needs and eligibility for special education are

determined via- a multidisciplinary assessment process. Child

Study Evaluation Teams (CSET) established in each school in

Philadelphia have primary responsibility for identifying

appropriate educational plans for exceptional students and for

developing written IEP plans that match the students' needs.

Parents have a key role in this process. Parents act as core

members of the CSET and are asked to actively participate in and

approve of their child's written IEP plan.

The IEP enhances appropriate planning and monitoring of an

individual student's education program, and also provides a means

by which teaching strategies and other educational practicesrcan

be objectively evaluated. An "appropriate" education is

described through the cooperative development of the IEP. "Free
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appropriate public education" can be translated as education

designed to fit the child, as well as and education that is

provided at no cost.

Definition of the IEP

The IEP in its simplest form is a written document developed

as a result of a planning conference attended by the individuals

most concerned with and responsible for a handicapped child's

education--teachers, parents, and the school principal. The IEP

is basically an instructional management device Uniting special

students with appropqate services. Thus, the IEP serves as a

guide to aid in the proper placement of and programming for all

handicapped learners.

Components of the IEP

Public law 94-142 requires that all IEPs contain the

following components:

1. A statement of the student's present levels of
educational performance

2. A statement of annual goals, including short-term
instructional objectives

3. A statement of the specific special education and
related services to be provided to the student,
and the extent to which the student will be9able
to participate in regular educational programs

4. The projected dates for in.itiation of services and
the anticipated duration of the services

5. Appropriate objective criteria, evaluation procedures
and schedules for determining, on at least an annual

Ai
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basis, whether the short-term Anstructional
objectives are being achieved

6. )The nature of the physical education component for the
child muSt be identified.

A complete description of each component and guidelines for

judging the technical adequacy of a written 1Ep appear in

Appendix,A of this manual. Further, the School District of

Philadelphia's Policy and Procedures Manual should be utilized as

a key reference for the sequential steps in IEP development and

related procedures designed

participation and adherence

ensure effective parental

procedural safegUards. The

purpose of the remaining sections of this chapter. is to provide

materials that will help educators use the IEP development

process as an integral tool in-the development of meaningful

career planning and vocational programming for all bandicapped

students.

Under P.L. 94-142, the definition of special education also

includes "vocational education if it consists of, special

designed instruction, at no cost to the parents,
)
to meet tfle

unique needs of a handicapped child." Therefore, the IEP should

describe the modifications and adaptations of instruction and

equipment, and upportive/related servicesIthat are necessary

for the handicapped tudent's participation in vocational

education. It is possible that students with a handicapping

condition may not be viewed as handicapped in terms oka specific
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vocational education program. If the students are able to

succeed in a regular vocational education class ithout direct

special education assistance, curricular fflodif tion r adapted

materials, a statement of the full extent of their participation

in regular vocational education should be included in the IEP;

For other handicapped students, key indicators of what is needed

to make the regUlar vocational:class viable for the handicapped .

student should be documented. It is also important to,note that,

a student who does not require S-pecial education is not eligible

for related services under Publid Law 94-142. The IEP must also

include iustification for the student's type of placement and a

list of the individuals responsible for implementing the IEP.

The Individual Education Program Process

In brief, the following sequential list of activities may

assist the IEP participants in developing the w4,tten IEP:

1. Outlining areas o concern based upon previous student
performances recor s, assessment results and
.evaluation data

2. Prioritizing long-term goals

3. Writing'short-term objectives

4. Specifying services needed

5. Specifying percentages of time- the stildent will
receive the service

6. Setting time lines with a beginning and ending
date for each service
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7. Stating the time to be spent in vegular classes

8. Making a placement recommendation

9. Making specific,recommendations for carryci:pg out
the IEP

10. Establishing objective evalution criteria.

While this lisy1s helpful for a casual overview of the Iu

process, a cl ser.examination of some aspects of the process is
. -

warranted.

'The first.step-in preparation for the IEP meeting should be

for the participants to become familiar, to the fullest extent

possible, ith the student for whoM plane are to be developed. A

complete review of CSET evaluation materials already prepared

should be of invaluable assistance in this regard. Since an

Individual Education Program must be in effect before special

education and'related services are provTded to a child, .

background information and assessment data need to be a matter of

record and, thus, easily obtainable at the time of the IEP

process initiation.

"Sitlingtod and Wimmer (1978) point out that a number of
types of information are necesary in planning for the
handicapped adolescent. They list the following
informational areat: (1) medical, (2) education, (3)
personal/social, (4) interests, (5) work habits and
attitudes, and (6) le,arning style. They further indicate
that this information can be obtained in a number of
aifferent ways: (1) medical examination, (2) paper and
pencil test4, (3) manual dexterity tests, (4) commercially
developed assessment systems, (5) self-developed work
samples, (6) behavior analysis, and (7) situational
asseSsmeht. The vocational teacher can readily provide
information in the last three areas by carefully observing

so
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and analyzing a student's,performance. In Many instances,
hoWever, the vocational teacher-will need assistance to
develop the ski,lls for analysis." (Vasa 1980)

"In planning individual)prögrams for the handicapped, the,

vocatioipl educator should be part of a cooperative,

multidisciplinary teaM, serving either as.an immediate member of

that team or as a resourc person providing input." (Dahl 1978)

With the team membe s in place, the first area of concern is

the relationship between the evaluation data on the child and the

planning of-the IE.P. (Bateman 1979) The section of the IEP
%

dealing with the statement oe.annual goals 'and short-term

objectives will be one of the most important And frequently

reviewed 1:larts of the plan.

IEPs must include written information describing the present

levels of student performance. Linked to the levels of

performance must be information describing the needs of the

student,,which-should identify the mOst effective methods and

materials that can be used to hetp. minimize learning problems.

For the purpose of completing information under present

education levels, the term "assessment" is uSed to refer to the

process of determining the student's levels of performance and

corresponding instructional needs, as opposed to determining

whether learner objectives have been met. Assessment should be

viewed as a continuous prokess, a process that provides program

. planning information needed at each poiat of the decision making
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process. Student infortation incl ded under present education

levels will determine the content of the education Pcogram, as

contained in the goals and objectives of the IEP.

A variety of techniques can be employed to collect data on

student functioning in the areas included under career education.

The chart that follows has been adapted from Sitlington and

-Clark. It summarizes a variety of assessment techniques and

classifies them according to the type ofinformation for whial

they are commonly used. This chart should assist program

planners (CSET) to selecting assessment devtces appropriate in
6

the learner. The assessment methods must be identified on the

Areas of
Information

cn

Medical
Educational
Personal/Social
Interests
Work Habits
& Attitudes
Aptitudes/Skills
Learning Style/
Potential

School District of Philadelphia Adapted from Clark, 1975
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6(1
The assessment process should yield specific information in a

number of different areaS. Instructional areas regarded -by the

Division of-Career Education to be part of vocatiOnkii/career

preparation and therefore important curricular areas for needed -

student data are'as follows:

OCCUPATIONAL GUIDANCE AND PREPARATION (awareness,
exploration, preparation)

DAILY LIVING SKILLS (basic academics, recreattqn, and
leisure)

.PERSONAL-SOCIAL SKILLS (values, attitukes,
interpersopal relationships, individual
iesponsibility, community awareness/involvement
positive self-image)

Includi4 these curricuIsr areas in a career education model

that begins at the elementary level and continUes throughout thd

student's entire school experience will allow for the Systematic

coordination of school, family, and community components to

enhance each individual'..s potential skills for economic, social,

and personal fulfillment.

Age, handicapping condition., environment, and skill level are

factors that guide.and shape the educational program and

determine the type of assessment data to be collected. These

factors should assist the.educator, parent, and student in

deciding whether the focA of the educational prograni should be

career awareness, exploration, or prvaration.

When describing the present education level of the

handicapped studenbit is important to remember the scope of

63
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career training and to make certain that appropriate documen-

tation is collected in relevant instructional areas. A career

education program is comprised of a myriad of.speeific

competencies that are soundly,pased on adaptive skills. This

adaptability, in turn, stems from a strong foundation in academic

skills, a personal meaningful set of values, positive attitudes

toward self and others, good work habits, satisfying and

satisfactory human relationships, knowledge of occupational and

leisure, alternatives, knowledge of the nature and realities of

the world of work, and skills for daily living as well as for a

job. All of these areas are addressed in the comprehensive

career education urriculum adopted.by the School District of

Philadelphia.

Although seu ent needs will dictate the extent to which these

curricular as are,addressed on the IEP it is important to
/1k--

review each in light of a comprehensive career education model.

Vocational/Occupational Guidance and Preparation

Occupational guidance and preparation within a career
4

education.curriCulum include several emphasis areas. Among these

are: occupational roles (producer and consumer), occupational

vocabulary, occupational alternatives, and specific vocational

training.

Occupational preparation should be competency-based and

should begin in the elemen'tary school and cohtinue in a.
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systematic manner through the student's entire school experience.

In gereral, learners pass through four.stages of career education

programming that tend to match the experiences of most persons

'entering the job market. Competency-based vocational education

typically contains the following sequence:

Awareness

Exploration

Preparation

Placement

Present educational needt, and the atudent s age determine which

step of the model is aPpropriate.

The 8chool District of Philadelphia considers the folloWing

major competencies to fall within the range of occupational

guidance and preparation. These compaenc es correspond with the

previously mentioned model and can be used t'è determine the

directions of the aspessment process.

School District Competencies for Occupational
Guidance and Preparation

Knowing and exploring occupational possib4ities

Selecting and planning occupational choices

Identifying tools required for tasks in business,
industry, commerce

Exhibiting appropriate work habits and behaviors

Identifying interpersonal relatibnships
involved in various career roles
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Exhfbiting sufficient physical-manual skills

Obtaining specific occupational skill, and
performing ntry level tasks

0.

Seeking, securing, and maintaining employment

Daily Living Skills

Competence in 'daily living skills relates directly to the

individual's su-ccess in the world of work and to the student's

*ability to cope with life's daily demands. Daily living skills

often overlap. Therefore, itis critically important to address .

the daily living needs of the special learner when developing the

IEP. For example, the skills requfred for reading a recipe in

cooking a meal at home are the same as those needed fot reading a

recipe as a cook in a reStaurant.

Identifying individual strengths and weaknesSes in skills'

related to daily living will enable the programmer to pinpoint

-priority instructional oblectives related to'current and emerging

'daily living demands. Competencies associated with daily living

skills are global and contain numerous subparts. They are most

useful to the educator when they are viewed as end points of

instruction. They should telp the educator determine what ateas

to assess and consequently what skills to teach.

School District Competencies
for Daily Living Skills

Educational awareness (basic skills)
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Formulating future career options.and appropriate
preparatory plans

Managing family finances

Selecting, managing, and maintaining a home'

Caring for personal needsP

Raising children, family living,

Buying and preparing food

Buying and caring for clothes

Engaging in civic activities

Utilizing recreation and leisure

Getting ardund the community(mobility)
a

Personal and Social Skills

Instruction in values, attitudes, and habits is important;

not in the sense of fostering the content of student values,

(money, religious beliefs, race, education, sex, responsibility,

work, leisure, and so forth), hut rather in terms of teaching the

student the prodess of valuing: Values, attitudes and habits

are so interdependent that a rationalefor one is a rationaie for
.-N\

the other two. Values, or those beliefs that are cherishede lead

persOns to assume attitudes or positions that reflect those-

bejiefs. These attitudes., in-turn, are manifested in relatively

consistent and predictable behaviors, or habits. Assessment

information that reveals behaviors that are trequently in

.conflict with social values and mores,signal. the need for'

intervention. .The IEP.should document the need And spedify ths

intervention strategy.



In addition, vocational/career: education should include a

. deliberate effort to assess and develop student skills in

creating and maintaining positive human relationships. The

ability to develop and maintain positive human relationships is a.

kel, factor to the success of the individual in school, work, and

community experience.

It is clear that handicapped children and youth who differ in

personal-social characteristics, as well as in their cognitive

ability,and psychomotor skill performance need specific

instruction to deal with those aspects of human relationships

that affect their acceptance or rejection. Such instruction

should come from every possible source; it should come

particularly from the school.

School District Competencies for
Personal-Social Skills

Competencies related to instruction in the area of petsonal-

social skills can also serve as a guide for obsering student

behavidr. These competeiricies are as,follows:

Achieving self-awareness

Acquiring self-confidence

Achieving socially responsible behavior

Maintaining positive .interpersonal skills and
relationships

Achieving independence
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Achieving problem-solving Skills

Communicating adequately with others,

Student Evaluation

As educators plan and develop special education'programs to

. meet learner needs, it is important that they consider the whole

child. Skills intrinsic to success in a work setting are-often

the same or similar to skills required to deal tvith demands in

the home or community. In order to determine the individual

skills neededHpy each learner it is necessary to evaluate the

student and record relevant information.

A variety of evaluation techniques can and should be utilized

to obtain an accurate educational profile of the prese-nt

instructional levels of the student. This information should

appear under present education levels and relate to the annual

goals aqshort-te& objectives listed on the student's IEP.

Annual Goals

Annual goals mu.St be included on the IEP. Annual goals are

statements that describe what harildibapped students can reasonably
. .

be expected to accomplill within a year in theiexspecial

education program. As indicated in the previobs section, there

must be a direct relationship between the annual goals and the

descriptors indicating the present levels of educational

performance.



The following guidelines may be of assistance to the educator

when anndal goals are being developed:

Set a direction and establish a priority,

Are independent of materials used and
independent of grade level,

Look at more than one behavior,

Relate to majOr curricular areas

Are often measured by review of progress on
short-term objectives

The current educatiOnal needs of the student determihe

whether or not4the annual goals-are appropriate. The selections

of appropriate annual goalSi:are determined at the IEP,conference.

The annual goals listedlbe,low are samples. Their Validity

and usefulness are individually determined according to the.

current needs of the learner.

These are examples of annual goals for a vacational career

education program:

Student will develop.entry level skills in one or
more of the following:

Agriculture education

Business and office education.

Distributive education

Health occupations

Home economics

Trade and industry
#

Technical education

Students will become familiar with job
skills/requirements in a given occupational cluster
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Studehts will increase application skills in math

Students will acquire mobility skills needed to
travel to and from work

Students will independently care for their hygiene

Students will improve age appropriate socialization
skills

a
Students will acquire improved independent work
habits

Short-term Objectives and Evaluation Procedures

Short-term instructional objectives are mandated components

of the IER. Short-term objectives are measureable, intermediate

steps between a handicapped student's present levels of

educational performance and the annual goals that are established

for the child. The objectives are derived,from a logical

breakdown of the annual ls.

The short term objectives should look at only one behavior

and should be written in a sequence thaL is logical for the

student in light of diagnostic information such as rate of

learning, learning style, strengths, and weaknesses. Short-term

objectives, should be stated in behavioral terms.

Behav'oral Objectives

A behavioral objeqtIy1is a statement of what a student will

be able to do-when he/she has successfully completed a learning

experience'.

A well-written ,objeCtive will include a statement of the

folloWing behavioral objectives:
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a. Terminal Behavior--what t student will be able to

do to demonstrate that that have has learned. This

usually takes the forM of an action verb.

Examples:

say identify operate

name select remove

repeat separate turn on (off)

reproduce assemble) wash

copy construct collate

choose meaure package

b. Conditions--the ciLcumstances or situation in whi h

the child wil,l perform. The materials to be use

may even be specified.

Condition can be stated as follows:

time

allowances

restrictions

72

during the shop period
at regular intervals

during a class discussion
using recipe
using papernd pencil
with assistance
given a number line

without assistance
from memory
voluntarily provides
information



combinations of timer allowances, and
restrictions

voluntarkly provides
informatjon at regular
intervals

from memory and using a
paper and pencil
only when asked and
within the class
period

c. Criterion--the level of performance that will be

accepted as correct or that indicates that the

behavior is considered learned.

(I

Criterion can be stated as follows:

% or # correct 80% of the time
4 out of 5 correct
within 90%
at least six times
answers at least once
successful each time
(100% implied)

time limits immediately
within five minutes
during the following week

qualitative
descriptions grammatically correct

neatly w4n less than
five errors

A

so that engine runs
smoothly,

as judged by the teacher

Generally, the students are considered to have successfully

completed an objective successfully if they have met the
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t
criterion on three ccessive days. Simply stated, a behavioral

objective specifies at, the st.udent does and how well,

Evaluation Procedures

'A clear statement of appropriate objective criteria along

with evaluation procedures and schedules to determine whether the

instructional objectives that are being met must also be included

on th4 IEP.

An objective evaluation measure is an assessment that

measures the skill of the student based upon the conditions for

performance as stated in the student's short-term objectives.

The evaluation measure essentially determines whether a child has

learned what was stated in the objective, given the conditions

stated.in the objeceive. The evaluation procedure is a practyal

test of the material or behavior the student acquired as a result

of instruction.

Ealuatidn measures are used during the year to assess the

child's learning and movement through objectives. Evaluation

measures can be used at regular intervals (e.g. every six weeks)

when a number of skills can be assessed. They can also be used

at irregular intervals (e.g. at the culmi4tion of a set of

instructional activities). Whether at regular or irregular

intervals, evaluation measures cOptribute to a student's program

as a check on the student's progress and the efficacy of the

instructional program. Results of the evaluation measures guide
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fhe revision of- the student's IE,P.

The format of test items for objectively measuring student

progress is dictated by the objective. If the behavior and

conditions of the objective are clearly specified, it is likely

that twO different people could independently construct similar

assessment measures for the same objective. 'There are, however,

certain important measurement considerations that need to be

understood when.one attempts to construct evaluation measures.

Particularly important are the following:

a. Be careful that the tests measure the specific skill

as named in the objective (e.g. iS the objective calls

for identification, the tst should require

identification, not naming or reciting).

b. Be certain to keep in mind the kind of stimulus that is

being presented to the child, the cogntive processes

that are required-for the child to go through before

responding, and the.kind of regponse required of the

c. Be certain that instructions are presented on a level

that is .understood by the child.

d. Always construct tests that call for objective responses.

e. Check that the test contains enough items to thwart a

passing by "chance" alone.

Objective evaluation procedures and schedules to determine if

learner objectives are being achieved are mandated components of



the written IEP. Student achievement, or lack of achievement, in

reaching criterion in short-term objectives aids in eValuating

program effectiveness and guide the revision of the IEP.

Least Restrictive Environment

The law mandates that special education students be educated

in as normal a setting as possible. The mildly handicapped

student usually requires minimal special education programming

and related services in order to successfully.furidtLon.in the

school environment. Likewise, the more severely handicapped

stddent requires more extensive services and special education

programs to meet learning needs.

Since the IEP is the vehicle used to document the type and

natuDe of the educational program, the IEP planning committee

must apply the mandate of least restrictive environment (LRE) to

ensure that the student's educational experiences occur, to the

greatest extent possible, with nonhandicapped students. Thus,

the vocational/career education component of the student's

program should be based on learner needs with consideration for

the least restrictive placement. Program(s) and placement(s)

. selected are documented on the IEP.

If.a special education student is receiving vocational

training, the nature of the program must be considered before`it

is included in the IEP. If the program is essentially uNiodified

in any way, annual goals and short-term objectives are not

.11
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requiredibut a statement of integration should be included to

refleglit'this participation. If, however, a special education

student is receiving vocationaltraining, and the program has

been modified in some way to meet indiyidual learning need?, this

podification shoUld be described under the student's primary

assignment. Documentation of goals and objectives related to the
A

c6yrses the st,pdent is taking needs to be provided. In such a

case, a vocational educator should be invited to participate in

the IEP planning meeting. Similarly, if the handicapped student

is participating in a work study or job placement program, this

should be documented in the primary assignment and.statement of .

integration sections of the IEP.

A critical step in the deve4opment of an IEP is the

specification of materials and/or related/special services needed

in order to attain the goals and objectives. Such items include

large print textbooks, captioned films, interpretet services,

teacher aids to support classroom instructfon, lab area

modifications, equipment modifications, special counseling,

prosthesis or special orthopedic appliances. Some

representative of supportive services that may be required

Noclude speech therapy, remedial reading classes, behavioral

planning, social work services, interpreters, instructional aides
A

and/or mobility aides; (Demos and Johnson, 1978) "A teacher's

aide may be needed to make taped recordings,of text material or -
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to. provide special tutorial assistance. The.parents,

administrators, special education Otachers and vocational

teachers should all contribute to specify the specific services

needed for the student to participate effectively, in the specific

selected vocational program.

There is a need to develop inventories-of available services

Within a,system so that there can be, more sharing of services

across the school diStrict. More effort may be needed to find

sermices that fit the needs of the child rather than fitting the

child into existing_services (Geiser 1980). Services to be

provided by outside agencies should be considered as well as

those provided by the local dist ict. "Vocational rehabilitation

services, for example, may be needed in order for a student to

obtain employment. CETA funds for'on-the-job training or special

a.,ssistance erom the hmployment Services may also need to be

utilized. Lists of available community services should be

comp.iled for use in developing IEPS; many parents would benefit

from this information." (Hull 4977)

The Role of Vocational Education i the Development and
Implementation of the IEP

Almost all handicapped stude ts are identified and have

already participated in special education programs before they

are old enough for vocational ducation programs. When a student

is ready for placement in vo ational education, the vocational
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educators should be involved in the meeting to develop the

vocational education component of the student's Individualized.

Education Program.' Responsibilities of vocational education

include

ensuring that appropriate vocational education
representatives participate in the meeting to
develop theiIndividualized Education Program (IEP)
plan;

ensuring that the vocational education placement
is appropriate; and

ensuring that the vodational education specified
in the student's IEP is provided, monitored, and
advised as appropriate. (Davis and Ward 1978)

Handicapped students enter a vocational -education program as part

of tneir special education proyramminy based on needs identified

in the,ir np. Some handicapped students'may, benefit from the

same vocational programs as nonhandicapped students; howevr,

when additional supportive services are identified on the IEP

they may be provided through either vocational -educatiOn.or

special edUcation funding. The delivery.of the total program as

described on the IEP betomes the responsibility of the chool

district. It is of critical importance that a vocational

educator who is thoroughly familiar with program and service

oPtions participate in IEP development. SUch individuals may

include the following:

Vocational Education Supervisor

Department Head

Vocational Evaluator
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Specialist who conducted components of a vocational

assessment

Vocational Education Teacher who will instruct the
.handicapped student

Supportive Services Personnel such as a Vocational
Guidance Counselor, Vocational Resource Teacher
and/or a VoCational Rehabilitation Counselor

It also important for the designated person to convey

significant findings directly to the vocational instructor.

Mechanisms for such comniunicition between IEP development

f ,participants and specific service providers need to be firmly

established a" each school stte.

Once a student is enrolled in a vocational course, the

instructor can gather additional information to aid in later

reVisions of the IEP This information may include: "student

interests.; personal and career goals; psychomotor skills;

.soCial/interpersonal skills, personal hygiene; communication

reinforcersl attendance records; knowledge and use of

equipment; attention span.; academic skills, samples of classroom

work; class participation; jCbb evaluation ;. observations of

learning style; student learning strengths; successful

,instructional techniques; and, vocational assessment

information." (Vasa 1980) Further, vocational instructors have

information regarding their individual programs which is

essential to IEP development. Such areas include: "course

objectives; course outlines; necessary learner abilities, such as
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reading skills, psychomotor skills, etc.; safety requirements for

the courseI employment opportunity oulook in the area;,

prerequisite Skills necesiary for-the course; evaluption/grading
.1011r

procedures utilized in the course. This information can insure

the appropriateness of student placements. No otheriperson is as

knowledgeable as the individual teacher about the specifics of

each course." .(Vasa 1980)

"As a member of the IEP development team, the vocational
teacher or representative should help prepare a summary
of findings that- influence the student's vocational
prescription. .That prescription isa statement of annual
goals and short-term objectives. Prescribing gaals and
objectives for prevocational and vocational education

.

requires assessment data that indicate the individual's
present achievements in the psychomotor, dopitive, and
affective domains. A lisi, of course performance objectives
and entry level requirements must be available. The team
membersfcan then describe the annual goals in general terms
and specify the objectives'that need to be achieved.
Environmentarre-quirements for a particu44r handicap
should be noted so that modification of facilities,
equipment, or support services can be a p-art of the
progfam plan or IEP, when appropriate.

An effort must be made to explain how to prescribe
programs that prepare h'andicapped persons for employment
In prescribing programs leading to employment, thesb
five components should be considered:

1) Vocational course expectations,

2) Prerequisite skills and knowledge,

3) Living skills,

4) Supervised work experience, and

5) Employability and social behaviors.
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Employability skills and knowledge related to searching,
applying, being interviewed tor a job, as well as retaining
a job and advancing in,a job, s'hould be included in the
IEP development'. Goals and Objectives specifying on-the-job
training in a cooperative or apprenticeship program are also

'desirable components," (McKinney & Seay 1979)

The five preceeding.components are iMportant to a team that

is making planning debisions for special needs students.

"An equally important aspect is that the vocational
educator takes a personal inventory of his/her teaching
strategies and techniques and then deterMines modifications
to improve teachingicand.to accommodate the special needs
student. In additfbn, educational planners need to be
aware of the knowledge the vocational educator has about
the community and the school. By the nature of vocational
education, the, vocational teacher generally has coritac
with business and governmental agencies which trie spec01
educator,and parentt may not have. This knowledge can'be
helpful in planning for expertences which will provide
practicums fOr students in the work world. Areas where
the vocatioVal educator. may have additional knowledge,
and information to contribute about the community and'
school are: ancillary services necessaty for success
in the vocational classroom;_;school work experience_j
opportunities'i'cooperative-education reSources1 field
expe-riences and opportunities; employment outlook; job
placement services; and knowledge of agencies and services.'s
(Vasa -1980)

Vocational educators will find that parents will often serve

as eayer partners in helping handicapped students achieve their

place in the adult worldjof work. In order to take full

advantage of this potentially fruitful partnership', vocational

educators mti$t provide parents with.the information they need

about vocational programming for special needs youth. Parents

may need a.better understanding of--

o, what' to expect from the school vocational program-,

4 ,
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The scope of the Vocational education program,

The program's safety.standards and provisions,

.The ways the parents can slapport the acqUisition
f specific skills;

The grading and evalUation procedures utilized
by the school system,

411 The content.and rationale of the career education
program(

The acquisition of,skills by their child,

.411 The needs of Xhe vocational program for,ftiture
,growth and development;

The performance of their respective children in
the vocational program. (Meets 1980)

THE up
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND THE SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENT

.

Recommendationsof the
'CSET/CSRC:

. - .

.

Vocational Education Rrogram(s) documented
on I8P. Information should, appear under:

1. Student's voca-
tional needs cat be
met within standard
vocaticinal programs

1. Identify student's Primary Assignment(s)
and Statement' of Integration% Specify the
vocational education program in which the
student will be enrolled.

2. Student's voca-
tional edUcation
needs can be,met in
the regular educa-
tion program with
the assistance of
related,services.
Services should be
specified. Thete
are several options

-available.
. ,

.

2. primary Assignmentiand.Statement of
Integration under Related Services indi-
cate the specific service and the dates
for Initiati,on and Duration of,stich
services.

,

,

_
.

..

2. Student's voca-
tional education
needs can be met
best'through
special education
prograMming

--
%.

3. Identify the student's Primary'Assign-
ment and Statement of Integration. Specify
Related Services, where appropriate, Present
Education Levels, Annual GoalS, Shott Tett
Objectives, Evaluation Procedures and
SChedules. .

.

.



Assessment/Evaluation Process

The preparation,of an IEP for handicappedstudents must

include a career coMponent that specified annual and short-term

goals for appropriate prevocational or vocational training. The

process of, individualizing the educational program implies that-

pupils be evaluated so thatfreasonable sttements about levels of

functioning can be made. Evaluation must be performed in any

curricular area determined appropriate for instruction.

AOEvaluation in the area of career preparation is threfore

required.

It is important that Certain assumptions or ground rules be

understood and accepted if eyaluation of pupils is to produce'

meaningful resuas. The folloWing assumptions are basic,,,

education generally, and are presented here.for purpose of

developing,sound individualized career components for handicapped
!Y

'students in the School District of Philadelphia.

Assumptions

1. Career assessment (career education areas, prevocat

- and vocational) includes assessment of pupils'as well as

16

programs. These are inseparable, interdependent, and

overlapping.

...
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2. The delineation of options for prevocational and

vocational training and the competencies required-for the

successful completion of the options will provide the

direction for and enhance efficieneassessment of pupils.'

3. The purpose of assessing pupils is to desCribe

apprOpi'iate programs for the pupils and not generate

data that supports exclusion of the pupils from programs

or placement.

.4. Individualization is highly desirable, achfeveable, and

applicable to all pupils, handicapped or not.

5. All pupils.profit from systematic instruction and must

have"access to all options for career training if they

demonstrate the required skills.

6. Decisions for electing any training option .4i pupils

must be based on high expe.ctations for the pupils.

'Career assessment, prevocational or vocational, requires that

pupils be tested in order to gather information useful for

planning programs and for making sound recommenfttionS for

placement. It is recomMended that those rAponsible for the

assessment of. pupilS generate an Assessment plan to accomplish

this goal. essessment plans should include means to evaluate the

pupils' personal hietOry, social maturity, general aptitude,

aChievement in relevant skills levels, and work vor job skills.

There are Many,Measures, instruments, or Strategies that can be
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used to derive valid information about pupils.and programs. The

selection of any measure, instrument, o strategy should be based

on a number of considerations. These considerations are

elaborated in the role specific manual on student assessment and

should.include the/mber of options available for career

training, the constraints that.time limits place on stff

responsible for assessment, and the preparation of IEPs to name a

few. It is important to emphasize that while the above

considerations, pritharily administrative in nature, may shape the

strategy used for assessing pupils, any strategy must de detailed

with the preparation of the IEP in mind.

The assessment/evaluation process is an integral part of the

development and implementation of the IEP. AsSessment/evaluation

precedes the student's 6hoice of and 1)1,0i-cement in a vocational
. .

program. Assessment is a multifaceted and multiph

k
'd frocess

that starts in the elementary school years. From nificant

career development and prevocational experiences throughout the

total school program kindergarten through twelfth-grade,
0

information regarding student's interests, maturity, motiyation,

self-confidenCe, emotional Stability, worli. tolerance, need for

sapevision, and other work-related traits and attitudes can be

obtained.

The CSET tqam is responsible for initiating and supervising

the assessment/evaluation ptocess. The assessment/evaluation
A
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procedure may be initiated.by any of the Tollowing several

events:

-41) The appropriate age or grade level of the student,

41) The.request of the parenb,

The request of the student,

The request of professional personnel ponitoring
* the student's educational process.

Preceding placement in a secondary vocational or occupationally

related program, the CSETteam gathers information from all

available sources including: health records; guiaance records;

parent interviews; interest inventories; records of academic,

social matuzity, and psychomotor skills; and records of the

student's particiPation in caree.r development actarities.

The Carer Planning System (CPS) is a career development

program utilized in the Philadelphia Junior High school.classes.

The Career Planning System, implemented through the 'special

education teacher, contains descriptive career information and

provides simulaYed activities for information about a variety of

occui)ational areas'. The CPS helps students develop the skills to

assess personaa interests and aptitudes relative to career

planning deeis ions. This material has been specifically adapted

for use with mil4ly handicapped students.

Specific opportunities for structured "in-shop" exploration

experiences ar-tvavailable for 9th 'grade'students in.the

Phiikedelphia schools A placement in one of these programs is
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planned. by ttle CSET on the basis of the review of the student's

strengths, weaknesses, and interestS% Students are scheduled for

participation in Business Education, Home Economic6 and

Industrial Arts courses for "hands-on" experiences and
40

exploration activities. Placements must be carefully monitored

ana evaluhaiLd as they prOvide excellent data sources for later

specific vocational training decisions. Specific, consistent

Aobservational techniques and recording procedures should be used.

tIf further information is needed, the student can be referred for

formal work evaluation services Where work samples, situational

iSsessment and/or on-the-job expforation can be utilized to

assesS a student's work skills, work habits and attitudes. This

information is then correlated with the sttdent's area 9f

4

interest for work: Students may require vocational counbeling or

further vocational exploration experiences-before an appropriate .

pladement decision can be reached.

At all times, the student shOuld be considered an in.4egral

part of the decision making team, along with the StUdent's
-

-parents and CSET personnel. In addition, the results of the

assessment should be discussed with the student.

.
When vocational instructors ?rpm the student's program area

of interest are invited to par0.cipate in the pre-placeMent

meeting(s),-potential career-goals canwbe developed'. TIlp

vocational educator should serve as either an iMmediate member of
,
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ti
the cooperative, multidisciplinary team or as a resourCe person

providing input to the CSET team. The vocatiOnal ieacher has-
,

valuable information regarding 61e scope of the program and the

necessary prerequisite skills for success in the program. This

input provides valuable information.for the CSET.team.

Should the assessment indicate a need for support serviCes

(for exampN, medical, psychological; social and/or personal

services or work adjustment training),..the\-appropriate school.and

community personnel nega to be niaified.- Any identified needs

for physical modifications of equipment or facilities.should be
7

P
plannea foe-c,,,..and in placecwhen the student begins the vocational

of occupational training program.

The IEP conference is scheduled after all,available

in'formation has been accumulated and the student's 'area of career

interest has been tentatively determined. -At the time oE the IEP

conference,,the CSET personnel, parent(s), and the student (where

appropriate) agree to place the vocational program choice on the

IEP.'

As a result of the assessment/evaluation procegs, students

should have a better understanding of. their aptitalles, abilities,
,

ad 'interests related to potential career goals. Hopefully, his

understanding will.allOw them to enter formal employment training
4

,with feelings of and expeclations for success. .

to.
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Vocational Placement Processes

The process for vocational education placement of handicapped
4

students should be considered after adequate and appropriate

assessment data have been gathered, ekploratory information and

experiences have been provided, and the desired program choice

has been,reviewed by CSET personnel, including a N7rocational staff

representative, parents and the student. a

A wide variety of vocational programs and supportive.services,
.

are provided so that gji:eents having varYing degrees of

disabilities can be accommodated. The severity of some student's

handicaps may restrict their participation in regular. vocational

educition programs.; but at all times, the student must be placed
p

in the feast reatrictive environment as mandated.by P.L. 94-142.

Currently, there are four basic delivery systems,that provide
4

vocational education programS for students in the School District
4

of Philadelphia. .The deiivery systems are lotated in (1)'four

area vocational technical schools, (2) twenty-one comprehensive

high schools.and seven junior high schools, (3) two skills

centers, and (4) fourteen,spcial education centers and

alternative progrdm seftipgs.

Handicapped pupils, their parents and/or teachers may request

-access to approved vocational programs. Options for the

vocational education of any handicapped pupil should be explored
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at the school in which the pupil is -enrolled befOre.seeking

access to the Skills Centers and Area Vocational Technical

Schools. The following procedures will ensure that requirement%

for nondiscriminatory access to vocational programs by

handicapped students will be_met. Further delineation of these

procedures to clarifty ataff responsibilities is encouraged', but

it is important that the esserliiifl framework and'sequende, be
,

maintained.

Procedures for Admitting Handicapped,
Students to Comprehensive 'High Scpools

1. Students, par nts or school-haSed staff may request access to
-

vocational roga/s in the comprehensive high schools.,

Exploratory visitsito specific programs may be arranged by the

principal and/or CSET members for groups of pupils and their

, parents.

2. The CSET at the comprehens-iqe high school is responsible for

detet-mine

the student and his/her parents.

d reviewing the evaluatioft of the student in order to

e appropriateness of the specific program chosen by

3. .% representative from the Department of Vocational Education

sho4d be present at the time the CSET reviews pupil records and

recOmmends appropriate vocational placement.

9.191
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Procedures for Admitting Handicapped Students
to-Area Vocational Technical Schools

1. Applications are made available to pupils and their parents za

at their home sChool. Exploratory visits may be arranged

for groups of pupils and their parents by the home school

representatives.

2. Applications to the A.V.T. Schools are completed at the

A.V.T. School by the student. Applications are submitted to

the A.V.T. School during the time period designated by the

Field Operations calendar of organization for admission'to

vocational technical'schools. A.copy of the Completed

application is sent to the home s

3. a) If the applicant is suspec ed to be handbcapped, thee.
'identification process is initiated at the home school as
per special education procedures. Lf the handicapped is
confirmed, the CSET folder with a copy of the application
to the A.V.T. School.is sent.to- the District Review
Committee (District 2 ,for application to Bok, District 4
for applications to Dobbins, District 5 for applications
to Mastbaum and District 6 for applications to Saul.)

b) If the applicant is known to be handicapped, the CSET
folder with a copy of the application to the A.V.T.
School is sent to the District Review Committee (District
2 for applications to Bok, District 4 for applications
for Dobbins, District 5 for applications to Mastbaum and
District 6 for applications to Saul.)

4. The District Review Committee meets to review applications to

the, A.V.T. Schools from handicapped pupils* Two

*.)

representatives (academic and shop persons) from the A.V.T.

School will be required to attend this meeting.

9-2
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5. The District Review Committee decides:

a) to admit the handicapped pupil to the A.V.T. School'-
full time or shared time (represejltatives from the
A.V.T. Sc ool may carry copies of documents and records
in the C T folder back to the A.V.T. School at this
point): or

b) no% to admit to the A.V.T. School and makes alternative
recommendations for program'and placement. (Skills
Center, comprehensive high school or special education
center with vocational programs); or

c) to request further evaluation from vocational education
specialists ot from the CSET. These evaluations-will be
returned to the District Review COmmittee and the'
admissions procedure will be requmed from step 4 above.

6. A visit, to the A.V.T. School may be arranged by the home_

school representative to have the parent and pupil review

site and program prior to the UP conference.

Procedures for Admitting Handicapped
Students to Skills Centers

1. Applications are made available,to pupils .and their parents

at the home school. Exploratory visits.may be arranged for

groups of pupils and their parents by the home

representatives.

2. Applications to the Skills Centers are completed at the home

school.
OK

A

3._ a) If the applicant is suspected to be handicapped, 4the,
i/dentification process is initiated,at the home school as

(Iper special education procedures. f the handicap is



conf*rmecr, the CSET folder with the applicati n,to the
Skills Center is sent _to the District Review Committee in
District Office Opistrict" 6 for applicatigns to A. Philip
Randolph oe District 8 for applications to A. Alvin
.Swenson.)

b) If the applican is known to be handicapped, the CSET
folder With the sppliMion to the Skills Cenfer *8 sent
to the District RevieW Committee in the District Offic&
(District,8 for applications to A..,Philip Randolph or
District 8 for applications to A. Alvin Swenson.),

4. The District Review Committee meets to decide On applications

to the Skills Centers from handicapped pupils. A

representative from the Skills Center is requested to attend

this meeting. h.

0

5. The District Revien. Committee decides to:

4

a) admit to'the Skills Center; or

b) not to admit to Skills- Centei 'and make alternative
recommendations for placement4 or"

c) reciae t further evaluation from vocational education
specia ists assigned to the DiVisional,Career or from the '

CSET, apd return to District Review Committee, Sttp 4
above.

6. If,the student is admitted to the Skills Center the

representatiVe from the SkillS Center carries copies of CSET

evaluation reports to the Skills Center.

7. 'Visit to Skills Center may be arranged by home school ,

representative to have parent and pupil review site apd

program prior to. the IEP conference.
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Vocational Placement OptiOns

There are seven major vocational curricula from which

students may choose a program of study. They are Agriculture

Education, BusinesS and Office Educlotion, Distributive EduCation,

Health Occupations, Home Economics, Trade and Industria/C

Education, and Technical Education. A complete listing,of the 97

vocational program curricula currently offered in the School-

District of Philadelphia follows as.Appendix A. The listing,is

o.rganized to include the following information:' the course

title, the course description, the United States Office of

Education Code Number (U.S.O.E.), and the Pennsylvania Vocational

Eaucation Management Information System Code number (VEMIS).

It is expected that the "least restrictive-envit-onment" for

many handicapped students may be regular vocational education

.programs. .Such placements may requiir identifying procedures for

modifying exis.ting "regular" vocational programs, especially in

terms of creating educational opportunties relating to new and
,

emerg'ing entry level job opportunties. The gompetency-baSed

vocational instruction (CBVI) is apkey procedure in modifi ing
46*

current instructional Programs. It is felt-that suCcessful

attainment of program goals by handicapped students is .g

enhanced by the use of CBVI and supportive services. .
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Vocational Training Through,
Competency Based'Vocational Instruction

Vocational educators" are faced with the challehge of.teaching

,students entry-level job skills that espond to technological

advances and changing work force needs. It is important for

vocational teachers to determine the crite'ria for successful

performance of specific job skills and to know when and how to

assess those skills eff6Ctive1y. Vocational teachers need to

know how the labor market in certain ocupations will vary and

how their programs can .adjust to.meet hanging labor require-

ments. Special educatiOn teachers are alsO faced with the

challenge of. tilachinl students entry- evel job skills and the

abilities to perform leffectively, in t e world of wdrk..

The use of conipetency-based vocational instruction (CBVI) and

local employer advisory committees meets these Challenges.

Current information provided from the advisory committees on an

ongoing basis can be easily synthesized into existiv CBVI

curriculum. The format, approach, and style of CBVI is

especially suited to special needs learners.

Competency-based vocational instruction offers a systematic

and'flexible instructional approach for addressing the challenge

of changing work skills. CBVI is responsive to the different

learning characteristics and learning styles of students and can

incorporate a variety of teaching strategies. CBVI spells out
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performance requirements in the form of objectives and provides

. step-by-step directions which lead students toward competency, or

successful demonstrated performance of,job tasks. CBVI is a

flexible, systematic approach in whic0 students work at their own

pace in an individualized program. Using a sequence of

performance objectives and learning experiences or activities,

students work toward successful performance of occupational

tasks. Their performance is evaluated onA the basis of criteria

stated in the performance objectives.

Competency-based instruction is an approach to vocational

education in which the student is required to.demon trate mastery

of identified tasks in orde
F 0 achieve entry-level competency

0 for an occupation. Actual performance of a task insures that the

student has not only the cognitive knowledge.requir.ed but' also

the ability to perform operations that are essential to the job.

The following characteristics of CBVI a"re especially,

pertinent .to special needs learners:

1. CBVI programs are based upon the employer-verified

competencies needed by entry-level workers in

specific oocupations. The skills, knowledge,

behaviors, and attitudes* are Aemonstrated by the,

students so that the teacher can assess actual

performince against specific evaluation criteria.

.2-. Students know the learning objectives and evaluation
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criteria before they start,using the instructional

%materials for each task. Performance objectives

define the needed skills and the-criteria to be

used for evaluation. Students can assess, for

themselves, if mastery has been achieed.

3. Thearning process and instructional materials

arie individualized. The student's program is self-

paced and learning activities are tailored to meet

individual learning styles and characteristics.

Students are provided with simulated situations in

order to practice and demonstrate their skills in

an occupational setting.

4. The student participates in planned supplementary

activities and uses resources designed to reinforce

the learning activites. The student does not work u

alone all of,the-time and frequently participates,

in demonstrations and other group activities.

5. The instructional. program is designed to provide,

immediate evaluation and feedback after each

learning experience. Specific, criterion-referenced

evaluation devices are used to assess the student's

progress and performance./
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The operatqonal units are self-contaZned and include ll

of the information essential to accomplish the exPected °

performance. a

7. Assessment of the student's performance is used as the

e.) prima)ry source of evidence for determining entry-level

competency. ObjectiVe evaluations of the student's

knowledge, skills, performance and attitudes are

completed prior to certifying'that the student is

compet perform entry-level tasks within a given

occupation.

A sample chart of an Electronics Core CBVI Curriculum and a

sample Student Task Completion Report follow.

I
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Electronics Core Curriculum
Competency/Task Chart

Tasks

11.tp I, 1.141 1 luol..
lh,o,len and LAwA

1.0

11 pan h Avi I 'Ifni id

1.01

'111.4011. I 8 AC Noma-
ledge of flask VC
Thenelee and Laws

0 1424

J

Apply flectrunirs
Safely Stendade

...//
2.0

Mointsl'n Pctounal
Safaly Standasda

2.01

Maintain Lah Safety
Standard*

2.01.

Safely Use Euip-
went

2.01

Pesci Pooperly lo
tmargenclea

.-

o 2 04

Identify Electtonic
Components end
Circuit Configure-
lions (tom Schematic
Diagrams end Plf-
toiled. 1.0

Identify Electronlv
Components

1.01

identify
flectionice-Pelated
hardware

1.02

Identify Circuit
Configuration.

1.01

Pead and Interpret
inoilic Scheauttirs will
Specifications

Apply Aspic Alec-
Ironic Theorise and
Laws to Ceirculat
,(licull Chaesclro-
IstIce

4.0

Caliculate the
Chalacterlatica of
"ferric DC Circuits

4.01

Demonatrste en,
ledge ni **pie AC
Principles

4 04

Calculate Chair/vier-
/011c* oi Aseic AC

4.0,

r

1,20. Ffthrlcirtion

EgnIpment. Meltc
Tost end fake
Murnwerwent

5.0

Iles Proper'
Soldering
Technique.

0

5.0

Melte and Maintain
Printed Circuit
llortude

.

5.04

........

Use Eircloonic
viSpasminq rquipaenf

5.01

Use Elecisnatc ,"")

Genera#404 Egultmeu),Chatorletialica

5.04

tirailue the
oll

Dash- 1W Circult

5.05

Masotti.. the
'Irerscieslalima of
basic le r1Irnii*

)

VA

11ecunnlme the
Apelicallun of nasic
Principles to
Specific Circuit..
Device. and Circuit
Application. 6.0

Apply ASIV Crinci-
, plea to Speclii,
Circuit
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REPORT A05P0302

JONES JOHN R
2K4I5 E ANY STREET
ANY CITY. STATE 19125

"<-

ct

STUDENT.TASK cOMPLETION RETORT

A. PHIL?* RANDOLPH SKILLS CENTER

STUDENT TASK COMPLETION REPORT

HOME SCHOOL
SIFITHOATE
ENROLL .DATE
STATUS

ANY SCHOOL
10128/1962
08/1978
ACTIVE

VERSIO

14417/80 4

Sti
PROGRAM

ELEC. CONSTR.

TASK OR SKILL PROFICIENCY

PAYS'ATTENDING '"
MO TU WE

STARTED FINISHED
824.001 INSTALL A TWIST TYPE SOLDERLESS CONNECTOR 04/03/79

'824.002 INSTALL A SCREW TYPE SOLDERLESS CONNECTOR 04/03/79
u 824,003 WIRE A THREE WIRE GROUNDED PLUG 04/03/79
824.004 UNDERSTAND ELECTRONS THEORY% 14/18/79
824.005 UNDERSTAND MAGNETIC PRINCIPLE 04/18/79
824.006 UNDERSTAND ELECTRICAL PRODUCTION.MAGNETIC, 114/f8/79

IINDERSTAND- ELECTRICAL PRODUCTION.CHEMICAL' " 04/03/79,
824.008 CHECK LINE VOLT IN FUSE PANEL W/NEON TESTER 04/03/79
.824.009 CHECX MAIN FUSES IN FUSE PANEL W/NEON TESTER 04:/03/79
824.010 UNDERSTAND ELECTRICAL PRODUCT1ON.LIGHT 04/18/79
824.011 UNDERSTAND ELECTRICAL PRODUCTION.HEAT 03/14/79
82t.012 REPLACE DEF CART FuSES IN FUSE PANEL PULLOUT 12/19/78
824.00
824.014

UNDERSTAND CONDUCTORS & INSULATORS
UNDERSTAND SERIES CIRCUIT DC

03/14/79
5/16/791

824.01S CHECX CART FuSES w/coNrINuiyr TESTER 04/03/79
824.016 INSTALL CARTRIDGE FUSES'bIN A SAFETY SWITCH 04/03/7?,
824.017 RESET A TRIPPED CIRCUIT BREAKER 14/03/7i
824.048 CHECX A FUSE WITH AN OHMMETER 04/03/79
824.019 CHECK A FUSE WITH A VOLTMETER 4.12/19/78
824.020 REPLACE A BURNT OUT FUSE LIto 04/03/79 \,
824.021 ZEST INSULATION RESISTANCE OF mTR w/A mEGGER 04/03/79
S24.022 MARK A MOTOR FOP DISASSEMBLY 13/14/790
824.024 REMOVE A MOTOR FROM ITS MOUNT 03/14/79
824.025 DISASSEMBLE A MOTOR 04/03/79
82.4028 INSTALL A BALL BEARING ON A ROTOR 04/03/79
824.031 REASSEMBLE A MOTOR 04/03/79
824.033 REPLACE BRUSHES IN A MOTOR 04/03/79
824.035 'REMOVE A SET SCREW TYPE PULLEY FROM A mOTaR 14/03/79
824.036 INSTALL A SET SCREW TYPE PULLEY ON A .(40TOR 04/03/79
824.038 INSTALL A KEY WAY TYPE PULLEY ON A MOTOR 05/16/79
824.039 CONNECT DUAL vOLT. REPULSION mTR FOR LOW vOL 04/18/79
824.040 .CONNECT A DuAL vOLTAGE REPULSION MOTOR FOR H 04/18/79
824.041 CONNECT DUAL vOLT CAPACITOR mTR FOR LOW vOLT 04/18/79
824.042 CONNECT A DUAL VOLTAGE CAPACITOR MOTOR FOR H . 04/18/79
824.044 CONNECT A THREE PHASE -Y- CONNECtED MOTOR FO 03/14/79
824.047 REvERSE A REPULSION MOTOR 04/18/79

6*-- 824.048 REVERSE A THREE PHASE MOTOR 04/18/79
824.051 REVERSE A TWO PHASE MOTOR 12/19/78
824.052 REPLACE A DEFECTIVE SINGLQ POLE MANUAL MOTOR 04/18/79
824.053 REPLACE A DEFECTIVE LIMIT SWITCH 14/18/79
824.054 REPLACE A DEFECTIVE HAND-OFF-AuTO SWITCH 04/18/79
824.056 REPLACE A DEFECTIVE5 THREE PHASE MANUAL MOTOR 12/19/78824.060 REPLACE A DEFECTIVE CONTROL COIL IN AN ACROS 04/18/79
824.063 WIRE LIMIT SW TO ACROSS-THE-LINE STARTER 05/16/79
824.064 WIRE sTO/STA PBuTTON STA TO ACROSS-THE-LINE 04/18/79824.066 mEAS mTR RUNNING CuRRENt N/SNAP-ON VOLT-AMP- 04/1E1/79824.068 TEST mTR FOR GRNDS w/ANSNAP-ON vOLT-Am0P-OHm 03/14/79
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Supportive SerVices
,

-SpeCial educators use the, term."related-erV.icesand

vocational" ed ators usethe term 'isupportive ot support

services".; however,,bothtermS haye basically the same meaning.
'-

Th8 appropriate utiLization-of related/supportive-srvices often

'determi.nes the success Or-failure ol a handicapPed .Stddent in.a

vocational _program. Related services are des6ribed in P.L.
_

94-142, The Educaon for Ail Handicapped, Children'Act of 1975,

while supportive services are described in'P.L. 94-482t, The
_ ,

.
'Vocational Education Amendments Act of 1-976.

.

).fl

Supprtive/re2ateaservices are.,those educational and .

, :
ly .

.
. ,

.

non_educational services that are necessary fot a handicapped
v

. 4

child to benefit.froM an "appropriataT educatignal program as
. P/ 0

documented on-the IEP.*

The Rules apd Regulations related to.P.L. 94-1424LiV such ,

related services as--.

0

.transportation,

speech pathology and audiolo.gy';

psychological services;

4 p physical and occupational therdy;

recreation;

early identification and asse`Ssmentt

counseling services;

medical services for diagnostic or evaluation purposes;
'p

;

1



M.

ror

ti

health services;

social work services in schools; and

./s -parent counseling and training-

The SupportiVe services.traditionally provided.by vocational

education aS identified in P.L. 9-4-482 include, in addition to

.those previouSly listed are as fpollowsl"
,

supportive instructioq for individual students in

cooperation with the regular instructor (and '

individualized.assistance in the 'classroom or

laboratory),

supportive educational servi es such as assistance from 'an

inLerprete-r, note-taker, direct reader, tutorial aide,

bilingual specialist, or attendant for physically
.

handicipped",' "--"

specialized vocát1 cognseling and guidanCe serAlces,
. , 4

and,

"It job placement and follow-up. (Davis & Ward 1978)

The deelopment of effective related/supportive services is a

key element of the school district's carier planning and

voctiona%. edudation Programming for handicapped students. 'The

\

establishment of a vocational resource room program and the use

of paraprofessional training assistants have provided a major

1

improvemdnt to\Philadelphia",s vocational programs.
2

for matters related to vocational programs, each district has

In addition,

103
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s,

designated an instructional, advisor'to'provide'direct
A

coordina,tion between th district office and the school operating

the vocational program.

Roles for suppor0.ve services personnel are identified and
=7,

respective responsibilities delineated in the Stipportive Setyices

Personnel role specific manual. The linage of related/

supportive services personnel with instructional staff greatly,

improves the elelivery of services to-Waicapped students.
. !

11

4,
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a

Monitoring

Monitoring activities are designed to ensure that specific

regulations and procedures are being,carried out. For example,
r ,

state education agencies are required to establish.monitoring

procedures to assess the degree to which local education'agencies

are meeting the requirements of P.L. 94-142. At the local level,

monitoring activities,are closely related to the evaluation plan,

which.is used as a frameWork for identifying relevant monitoring

t

procedureS. In Philadelphia, this4 an is called-the

Philadelphia Intermediate Unit Plan.

Monitoring is ot the respbnsibility of one person or one

specific personnel group. Jus,t as a multidisciplinary approach.

is needed to,identify and implement appropriate programming for

special needs youth, the samemult.disciplinary approach is

required for effective monitoring of these programs once they are

in place.

The local building principal is the mos7t immediate monitor of

programming for special needs youth. The rapid expansion of

programs for handicapped students at secondary levels in senior

high schools, however, has resulted in 'many new responsibilities

for personnel in the schools and an in-depth, in-school

involvement of special education staff at the district level.

Central administrative and supervisory personnel in every

programmatic area in Ithe school district now interact with

111



Programs serving handicapped students. Where handicapped

students are served in local ,schools, adminiStrative and

sOpervisory personnel provide technical support to 'principals in

much the same manner as they provide support for nonhandicapped

0
students.

For example, the Office of CurriculUM and instruction.staff

provide technical support and monitor programs for)afl mildly

handicapped students in the areas of curriculum development and

instfuction. The Division of Spedial Education and Division of

Career Education will continue to provide staff development

activities tO\facilitate the interaction of all central office

per'sonnel with,handicapped students. Recently the Division of

Special Education has undertaken a decentralized approach; each

of the respective'district superintendents and district special

edudation administrators are now responsible for the monitoring

of student placements in special education programs.

Technical support is provided by the Division of Special

Education to facilitate district-based activities.

Evaluation

The local education agency establishes policies for an annual

evaluation of vocational education programming for hanicapped

students. Through evaluation, the effectiveneas of programs and

services are reviewed, and infforTation needed for any revisions



is provided.

An appropriate evaluation plan specifies--

questions to be answered concerning program effectiveness

based on program goals;

data required to answer the evaluation questions;

methods for obtaining data;

personnel( responsible for conducting the evaluation;

a

criteria for determining succe8s; and

presentation of findings.

Public Law 94-482, The Vocational Education Act Amendments of

1976, requires each state, during the five year period of the

state plane to evaluate in quantitative terms the effectiveness

of each formally organized program or project supported by

federal, state, and local funds. The evaluation of vocational

education programs for handicapped person's is specified. In

developing an evaluation plan, the local education agency must

consider the following federal criteria for evaluating vocational

programs as specified in P.L. 94-482:

quality and availability ot instructional offerings,

guidance, counseling, Placement, and follOw-up

services,

capacity and conditions of facilities and equipment,

employer participation in cooperative programs of

vocational education;

teacher/pupil ratio's,

teacher.qualifications.

113
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According to P.L. 94-482,.the results of student achievement

are measured by cOtteria such as the standard of occupational

proficienly measures, critexion referenced tests, and other

examinations of students' skills, knowledge, attitudes, and

readiness for work. The resUlts of the success of student

employment are measured by.the rates of employment and

unemployment, wage rates, duration of employment; employer

,
satisfaction with the performance of vocational education

students as compared with studepts who were not enrolled ii

vocational eduPatiOn programs, and assessment of emplOyee
"IL

satisfaction with the job.

Information obtained from evaluation should be used to
4

compare program performances and outcomes with intended program

goals to identify areas thht should be revised or terminated.

Revisions could include alterations in program design, changes in

program 'operation, or
examinatVion of program componentS.

113
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APPENDIX A: Th4 IEP Plan

SUGGESTED CRPTERIA FOR 1EP TECHNICAL EVALUATION

-

1. The ..4x#1) Is a Summary Document

The cOntent,of the IEP should include all curricular areas in
which the child is receiving special education or modified
regular !education. The IEP should represent the framework of a.
studenteb program and not serve as a total description of every
skill and every goal and objective which might be achieved by the
student over the course of the year.

2. The IEP as an Instructional Plan

The IEP should consist of information.diat is us.eful in
providing classroom instruction. The goals and objectives
established for the student should describe the Skills or
knowledge the student will acquire over the year. Establishing a
goal that the student will increase,.5 years.on an achievement
test is not instructionally mearyipgful. .Stating that the student
will learn 25 new sight-words is more appropriate information.

The process of developing'the IEP and implementing it in the
classroom should be curriculum based. The curriculum serves as
the context within which the IEP occurs. Tqls context is f.he
framework in which the student's skills are assessednd
%described, and from which'tte'goals ahd-objectiyes are derived.
Members of the IEP planning team should&Joe familiar with the
total curriculum, so that the range of possibrlities for the
student may be considered when.developing the IEP. The selection,
ol va0.ous curriculum elements tO meet individual needs is a
preferred approach.

The IEP as an Integrated Document

The components of each 112P should be tightly interrelated.
The information inCluded in the Present Level section should lead
the reader to the annuepl goals, objective*, and evaluation
9riteria. ,Theee should be continuity from one section to the
next, moving from a description of the student's present skills:
to developing appropriate goals and objectives from that
description.

4. The IEP as a Vehicle for Communication

The IEP is intended to encourage Communication and

411
cooperation among those who have an interest in the student's
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IEP Plan Form
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1.

% . .

. progress. To- t s end, edapation jargon should be avoided when
writing present tevels1 goalt, an0 objectives.. The written IEP
should be easily understandailo-IA by both parents'and
profestionals. -- . -,

,
Present' Ed udation* Levels .\

The IEP must include a written statement of the student's
present levels of educa,tional,performance. Present education
a6vels information Should contain instructionally relevant data
for each instructional area (e.g., reading, self-help skills).
This information .should serve as a rationale for the educational

1 program plan that follows.

5. Instructional Areas for which Assessment Information Should
Be ReportedAnPresent Levels

Assessment information should be,reportd for easp
instructional area,in Which auual goals are specified.
Additional data which is instructionally relevant to,the
student's overall educational plan may_q_so be reported.

6.. Type of Assessment Information to be Reported in Present,
Levels

The statement of ,ptesent education levels should go.beyond
test score repotting. To be instructionally meaningful, the
,Present Levels section should highlight qualitative and
descriptive information about the student's. skills°. Information
derived from informal assessment procedures (sucph as classroom
observations, ane4.4otal records, teacher-made tests) and
criterion-reference'd tests is useful for this purpose. It is
-also' advisable to note the Sources of information.

7. 'The'Scope of Assessment Data To Be Reported An Present
LevelS

Rathe4r thdn detail all of the skillsethe student has
mastered, the Present Lewels section should describe the upper
limits of abilities and focus on the steps where the student's
skills begin to break down. The Present Educational Levels
section should include what the,stUdent ha$ learned and give
direction concerning what the student needs to learn next. It
is not an-appropriate plaoe to recommend or juStify placement.

Annual Goals

The IEP must include a statdMent of annual goals. Annual
goals specify what the student is expected to learn. They

119
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p

repfesent broad targets for the student's program and tile
expected educational growth, which may take place over th'e
academic year. Annual goals should be genetal in scope, yet
specific enough to focus'instruction in appropriate curricular
areas.

8.0 The Relationship of Annual Goals to'Present Levels

Each annual goal should follow-from the description of
present levels. While a point-to-point correspondence between
assessment data and annual goals may not be possible, the goalS

"should be highly related to the-S7Pporting assessment
information.

9. The Relationship of Annual Goals to Short.Term Objectives

Each annual goal subsumes all of the short-term objectives
listed. 'The annual goal should be a statement of.the expected .

growth the student will make as a result of the-achievement of
each of the short-term Objectives listed under the Annual Goals.

10. The Relionship between Annual Goals and Grade and
Curriculum Levels

1

Annual goals shoul'd be independent of specific grade and
curriculum levels.. Annual goals should address ant ipated
learning and should not fodus on projected gain score (e.g.,
movement in developmental age or.grade equivalents) or movement
within a specific curriculum (eg, "Complete books 4, 5, and 6 in
the Ginn Reading Series"). Reference to specific media, methods,
and materials may be made in a section of the IEP form reserved
for such information.

11. The Number of Behaviors lb Be Described by Each Annual
Goal. 4.

Each annual goal should reflect anticipated learning of more
than one behavior except for the IgPs of very low functioning

'stUdents. These'Individual behaviors can then be desceibed in
short-term instructional objectives.

12. The.Scope of AnnuafGoalis

Each annual goal should be4'more than just a restátement
the curriculum content area. "Oisplays increased ability in
reading"- is not recomm5saded as an annual goal. Goals should
reflect ant4cipated growth within the subcategories of the
instructiondl areas. -.A goal in reading, such as "The student
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will improve sight vocabulary skills," would reflect expected
learning in a subcategory of reading.

Short-Term Objectives and Ev4uation Procedures

The IEP must include* a list of short-term objectives and
statement of appropriate objective criteria, evaluation
procedures, and Schedules for determining, on at least an annual
basis, whether the-instructional objectives are being achieved.
Short-term objectives are derived from the aunual goals in each
instructional area. They represent smaller,Jnore manageable
learning tasks that a student must master on.the way to achieving
the more general annual goals. As such, they enable the teacher
and others to-plot the student's progress toward meeting the
annual-goal. When-selecting short-term objectives, the student's
learning style should be consWered.

13. The Relationship between Short.LTerm Objectives and Annual.
;00Goals

Short-term objectives ghould be linked to each annual goal
statement. They should clearly describe learning tasks which
14odld allow one to detennine whether progress is being made
toward the annual goal.

14. The Number of Short-Term Objectives that Should Be Written

The number of shorL-term objectives should be sufficient to
adequately represent the tasks necessary for achieving the annual
goals. Because short-term objectives represent steps toward
achieving an annuai'goal, there should be sufficient number of
them to guide the instructional process. For many annual goals,
three or four short-term objectives are spfficient. In cases
c,70;there more learning stepg are required by the student, a greater
number of short-term-objectives may be useful\..

,

15. Sequencing Short7Term Objectives

The sequence of Short-term objectives should be logical.
Although the exact sequence of objectil'As is often an arbitrary
matter, many objectives-are dependent on the achievement of
prerequisite-skills that should occur earlier in the sequence of
instruction. -When the sequence of fhstruction cleatly makes a
difference, the short-term objectives should be, presented in the
-appropriate order.
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16. Writing ShortgTerm Objectives
,

'Objectives should be stated in.behavioral terms. They should
,

provide a clear deScription of what the student will be able to
, . ,

. )

4" do as' a consequence of instruction. Action verbs (e g., writ.
identify,.'list) assist in expreing short-term objectives.in
observable and measurable terms/

17. Describing Evaluation 4arocedures 1-

The evaluation procedures fo determining achievement of
short-term objectives should be a equately described: .They
should be described in enough,detail to allow other eduCators to

,

construct and adthinister the same measure to determ_ine
/achivement. Criter,ion referenced measures are recommended for
this reason.

18. Quality of Objective Criteria
,

Objective criteria should be clearly stated. The criterion
for acceptable performance of an objective describes how well the'
learner must perform the specified task 'to demonstrate mastery.
This often takes the form of "..".with no more than two out of ten
incorrect", or "...80% of the time."

Additional IEP Components
to,

19. Statement of All Educational Programs and Services

The IEP must, include a statement of e4gcational services to
be provided to the child, including a description of:

a. all special education proqrams'r9qUired to meet the
unique needs of the child,

b.,any special instructional media and materials to be
provided that are not norMally found in regular
education, like braille or talking books,

)

c. the type of physical-education prOgram in keihich the
child 'will participate (regular or adaptive) , and

4
d. the related services the student will need to.benefit

from his/her educational program.

.1
20. Prbjected Dates for Initiation and Duration of Educational

Programs and Services
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1

. The IEP must include dateal>for the initiation and duration cif'
Services. These dates should"be reelistic. It may be necessary

.

r to indicate"that a particular service may begin in September
rather than on September 15. _A statement of duration of service
may be written in such a -way that it places contingencies on,

.

.whethdr or not tiie:student makes progress slower -or faster than
expected.. -.

Extent to which Child ,Will Participate.'in Regular
Education -.

L. The IEP must include a statement that indicates the extent to
child will partic-rpate in,regular education.c'This
should be expressed in sen7tehce format. The amount of
the child spends in regUlar education should be,
with the child's ability to participate in regular,

. Educational planning should fallrwithin a.pomplete
of educational services for.the student.

4

which the
statement
time that
congruent
education
continuum

22. Date Scheduled, for Determining Achievement of Objectives

The studenVslim4EP must be dated and a review date, within_one.
year of,the develo,pment,,must be listed. this,
however, represents only minimum coMpliance with statu.tory
requirements. It is highly recommended that review occur-More
frequently, if possible, every three to four months. rhformal
review phould.occur in the classroom_daily or weekry.

Optional IEP Components: Media and Materials

Whil a statement of specific media and materials to match
each obj tive is not requiredon the written.IEP plan .(except
when unuual Materials' not normally found in regular education* are beihg used), some scllool systems or special education
programs may require it. Even'when it:is clearly optional, many
programs will provide a space or columnlon the IEP form for
including or making reference tO.this information.

Determination of the apprOpriateness of media/materials for
instruction on a short-term 1;hstructional objective requires
knowledge of the student, the:particular, subject area, and,the
instructional resources available.

')

ScOpe for Describing Media/Materials

In specifying media/materials for each short-term objective
or sequence of objectivesrIEP writers should deScribe the



educational ingterials to be used, such as the portion
particular math series, but should not describe items

classroom use.

24. Matching Materials and Objectives'

Media/materials should be appropriate
objective' or sequence -of object4ves forwh
Materials and object-ives should \be careful

materials are listed, they should have the
relationship with tile total IEP that other

enjoy.
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plan? (suggested)

\
,

\ 3. Is the IEP an ihtegrated
document? (suggested)

SUGGESTED CRITERIA FOR IEP TECHNICAL EVALUATION CHECKLIST.

Individual criteria listed below are identified as being .

"eSsential" for legal completeness of an IEP, or as "suggested"
for instrutional utility.

IEP CRIZERIA

YES
OR
NO COMMENTS

1. Is the IEP a summary document?
.(suggested)

. Is the IEP an instructional

4. Is the IEP a vehicle for
communication? (suggested)

Is a,PRESENT EDUCATION LEVELS
section included? (essential)

Is assessment information
reported for each instructional
area in which annual goalS are
specified? (suggested)

6. Does the statement of present
educational levels.g6 beyond
the reporting of test scores?
(suggested)

7. Does the statement of present
educational levels describe the
upper limits of the students
abilities?.(sugge.sted)

'Are ANNUAL GOALS Stated?
(essential)

8. Does each annual goal follow
from the description of* present
levels? (suggestV)

9. Does.each annual goal subsume
all of the short-term objectives
listed? (suggested)

-
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-IEP CRITERIA

YES
OR
ho COMMENTS

do. Is each annual goal indepen-
dent from reference to'
specific grade or curriculum
levels?

11. Does each annual goal reflect
anticipated learning of more
than one behavior? (suggested)

12. Doe's each annual goal reflect
anticipated growth within the
subcategories of the
instructional areas?
(suggested)

Are SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES,
CRITERIA, and EVALUATION
PROCEDURES AND SCHEDULES
stated? (essential)

13. Are the short-term objectives
linked to each annual goal
stateMent? (suggested)

14. Are there a sufficient number
of short-term objectives to
adequately represent the tasks
necessary for achieving the
annual goals? (suggested)

15. Does the sequencing of short-
term objectives appear to- be
logical? (suggested)

16. Are the short-term objectives
stated in behavioral terms?
(suggested)

17. Are the evaluation procedures
for determining the
achievement of short-term
objectives adequately
descred? (suggested)

18. Are the objective criteria
clearly stated? (suggested)

124
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IEP CRITERIA

YES
OR
NO COMMENTS

ADDITIONAL IEP COMPONENTS
(essential)

19. Does the IEP include a
statement of educational
services to be provided to
the child? (essential)
This includes the following:

a. all special education
programs

b. special instructional
media and materials

c. type of physical education.
program-

d. related services

20. Does the 1EP -include dates
for the initiation and
duration Of services?
(essential)

21. Does the IEP include a
statement that indicates
the extent to which the
child will participate in
regular education?
(essential)

22. Is the IEP dated and a review
date given? (essential)

OPTIONAL IEP COMPONENTS: MEDIA
AND MATERIALS (suggested)

23. Are the media and materials
described appropriate in
scope? (suggested)

24. Are the media and materials
described appropriate for the
short-term objectives?
.(suggested)
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APPENDIX B: ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF PHILADELPHIA COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

Agriculture VEMIS NUMBER

Agriculture - Business
01.0200
This course prepares learners for employment
in agricultural business activities.

Agriculture - Machine Repair
01.0300
A course designed .to train students to
enter occupations dealing with the selection,

.
Operation, maintenance, repair, and sale of
agricultural machinery and equipment.

Agriculture Other
All Agriculture and Horticulture subjeCts
not classified on the previous list..

'Agricultural Products
01.0400
For the student who desires jobS in ,the
broad range of plant sciences.

Agricultural Resources
01.0600
This course teaches the management of
resoUrces for public use which includes
training and experiencesin the following
areas: air, soil, water, wildlife, forests;
and parks.

Aniinal Technology
01.0600
A course designed to be coupled.with crop
production or laboratory animal techniques
courie, depending upon the,occupational goal
of the student.

Horticulture
01.0500
This course pfovides a wide range of
experiences for students in o#namental
horticulture.

126
129
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Turf Management
01.0100
This is #a course for students desiring to
enter ddreers in the turf industry. In-
struction includes soil science, turf
establishment, and turf maintenance.

Business Education

.c..

Accounting
14.0100
The study of the principles, procedures, and
theory of organizing," maintaining, and
auditing business and financial transactions.

Bookkeeping I
14.0100
The study of the basic principles of
maintaining financial records tor a business,
with some personal-use applications.

700

700

Bookkeeping II
14.0100 700
The study of advanced bookkeeping principles
as they applies to partnerships and corporations.

Business Communications
14.0360
The study of the skills, techniques, and
knowledge necessary for effective Oral and
written communication.

Business Econibmics
14.b300
The study of the purposes, functions,
financing,Nand types of business organiza-,
tions.

Business English
14.0100
The study of the applicatoion of English
principles grammar, spelling, punctuation,
and vocabulary - in prOducing effective
,business correspondence.

702

702

700

Business Law
14.0100 700
The study of the law as it applies to contracts,
consumer protection, bailments, and legal
rights.

130
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Jur`

Business Mathematics
14.0100 T. ,

The study of basic mathematics which applies
particularly to business problems.

Civil Service/Job Prep
14.0300,
The study of employment testing by business
and civil service agencies. Students are
taught how to apply for and.secure
employment.

700

702

-Clerical Practice I
14.0300
The study of the tasEs that are performed
bx beginning office workers.

Clerical Practice II
14.0300 702
The study of the principles and procedures
of using the skills of filing, ecordkeeping,
tYpewriting, telephone usage, human relations,
office machine operation, and mail processing
in business organizations.

Clerical Skills Lab I 702
14.0300
The first phase of a program designed to
develop the needed skills required of a /
clerical worker.

Clerrical Skills Lab II
14.0300
The second phase of the C.S.L. program which
strengthens basic clerical-typing skills on
an individual basis. .

702

Introduction to Data Processing
14.0200 701
The study of-the capabilities and limitations
of computers. Included are some of the social,
vocational, economic, and educational
implications of computers and microcomputers.

Consumer Affairs
14.0100
The study of issues and problems facing
today's consumer in our economic society.

700



Data Processang
14.0200
The study of computers and computer
Trogramming as they apply to business ,

situations. Hands-on training of unit record
and electronic equipment is included.

701

Introduction to Business
14.0100 700
The study of the place and purpose of business
°in our econqmic systememphasizing the
problems of business, consumer credit and
buying, and related topics.

KeyPunch
14.0200
A program designed to develop the necessary
skills in the operation of a keypunch
machine.

Office Practice
14.0700 .

The study of the principles and procedures
involved in the application of secretarial
skills in dictation-transcription, records
management, communication, telephohe usage,
use of reference materials, and human
relations.

701

%.

%706

Recordkeeping
14.0100 700.
The study of preparing and maintaining records
for cash and banking, payroll, billing,
accounts receivable, accounts payable, and other
records within the accounting system of a
business.

Records Management
14.0300 702
The study of filing, storing, and retrieving
informationr including filing systems,
microfilming systems, saving and disposing
of records, equilment, and space layout.

ShOrthand I
14.0700 .706
The study of the principles and techniquesof.
recording dictation in symbol or other
abbreviated form, and the conversion of
these forms to typewritten documents.

132
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Shorthand II
14.0700
A program designed q. strengthen basic
shorthand and transcr ption skills in order
to prepare students for stenographic or ,

secretarial positions.

Simulated Office
14.0700
A program designed to simulate a real:office
environment in which the student follows the
work flow of a business firm.

706

ok 706

Small Business Management
14.0100 700
The study of basic management principles and
procedures involved in'the operation of small
business concerns. All of the complexities
of siltpll business ownership are examined.

Stenoscript/Typewriting
14.0700
The study of a system of speedwriting which
uses letters of the alphabet rather than
symbol's.

Stenotype
14.0700 706
A program designed 65 train a student to take(
dictation at a hig; rate of speed on a
machine ratijer than by writing shorthand
outlines.

7'06

Typewriting I
14.0100
The study of the knowledge and skills
necessary to operate a typewriter to produce
personal and business documents.

Typewriting II
14.0300
An in-depth stildy of the more practical
on-the-job typing procedures with stress placed
on speed, accuracy, problem solving, and
production.

Word Processing/Typing III
14.0700
The study oftthe knowledge and skills
necessary to operate automated typing and

133
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trandcription'equipment, including the
planning and production of correspondence,
reports, and other documents.

e.1

Distributive Education
^

Cooperative Marketing and
Distributive Education.

' A senior year capstone program that provides
paid, school-supervised, part-time employment
through on-the-job training in entry-level
jobs in the field of distribution. Curriculum
content same as MDE 2.

Cooperative Marketing and
Distributive Education I (MDE 1)
04.000 .800

'An introductory course to the broad field of
distribution stressing the merchandising of
goods and,services, mastery of basic selling
techniques and product information, asj/ell
as the awareness of entry-level and promdtional
career opportunities.and the development of
attitudes, knowledges and skills leading to
job success.

Cooperative rketipg and ,I0

Distributive Education II (MDE 2)
04.000 800
This course is a continuation of MDE 1 with
-special emphasis on such topics as the
economics of distribution and business
management and organization. It also includes
store organization, fashion design, and display.

Hotel/Motel Management
04.1100
A course designed to train students for
emPloyment in a variety of entry=level
hotel/motel positions, including work at the'
front desk as well as that related to the
operation of restaurants Ad gift shops.

Olney/Frankford NaYal Forms and
Publications Program
14.190Q.
An off-school-site program available to
Olney and Frankford seniors who are
economically disadvantaged. Students obtain

134
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paid on-the-job training in a variety.of
warehousing occupations. Classes as well,as
job training occur at the agencies premises.

Warehousing/Materials Handling
04.1900
A course Aesigned to train students for
entry-level jobs involving the receiving,

. stocking, shipping, and freight handling of
goods.

Health Occupations

Dental Assistance
07.0101
To.prep4re a person o assist the dentist
at the charside.

Health Assistant
07.0906
To prepare a person to serve as liaison
between professional health workers and
recipients of health services.

Health Related Technology
07.9901
A course designed for those students whose-
career objective is one in the he th field
which requires most secondary educ -

875

300

1.

384

386

Medical Labqratory Assistant
07.0203 312
To prepare a person to work under superVision
of Medical Technologists,

Nurse Assisant Aide ,

07.0303 322
To prepare a person to Rprform simple tasks
involved in personal caee of individual
receiving nursing service.

Useful, Home Economics

Comp7hensive
09.0 01 60Q
InstructiOn includes the five areas: Human
Development and Eamily, Home Management, Food
and Nutrition, Textiles and Clothing; Housing

-)1
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and Horne Furnishings.

Food and Nutrition
09.0107 606
Instruction includes the significance of 'food;
utritional needs; characteristics of.food;
Consumer decision making;:copsumer practices;*
*food management, 1

Home Managemerkfamily ResourceS
Consumer Decisfons .

05.108 4
Students are taught thq .decision making
prOcesses, the 'kole of..the consumer and
realm:Irce,Management.

607

Housing and Home FurniShings
09.0109 608
Studentd are'taught the needs; values; consumer
decisions and financing; perqonal.expressions
and-safety in furnishings and equipment; skill,
in the maintenance of the home.

Human Development and the Family,
Including Child Development
05.0106, A ,

605
Instruction includes personal development;
roles of the individual and family;
marriage and parenthood; care of the
elderly; child care and development.

Textiles and Clothing
09.0103
Instruction'includes textile theory;.
production; clothing management; appearance
and grooming; appreciation of style and
fashion; sewing skills.

Gainful Home Economics

Baker
17.2901
S'pecialized classroom'and practical work
experiences associated with the preparation
of bread, cakes, and other bakery products.

136
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4b.Child Cate Services
09.0201 500
This course pt'epares students Dor employment

, in the following: Child Care Aide; Child
Care Assistant; FOster_Care Parent; Companion
to the Elderly;.Homemaker's Service Specialist.

Clothing Management Production
and Services
09.0202 k 501
This courseprepares students for employment
in the followipg: Wardrobe Maintenance.
Specialist; Commercial an0frCustom Garment
and Apparel Construction; Alternationist;
Fabric &.Fashion Cootdinator.

Food Management Production
and Services
09.0203 502
This course prepares students for employment.

in the following: _Supervised Food Service
Worker; Chef/Cook, Food Caterer/Aide;
Dietetic Aide/Assistant; Food Tester;
Waitress/Waiter.

Home Furnishings Equipment
and Services
09.0204' 503
This course prepares students for employment
in the followingr Home Service Assistant;,
Interior Designer/Decorator; Custom Upholsterer
and Slipcover Seamstress; Home Equipment
:rester.

Institutional and Home Management
Services
09.0205 504
'This course prepares students for employment
in the following: Homemaker's ASsistant;
Contumer Aide Assistant; Therapeutic
Recreational Assistant, Executive Housekeeper.

--Industrial Arts .

Construction
A study 'of construction as an essential
element Of the world of work. Typical

137
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acti ities include use of common constructio
tool and work with concrete, masonry,
lumbeand other building materials.

IndOstrial Materials
AllptsOsidy (4 how industry processes materials
roUgh manufacturing and construction.

Typical activities include use.of common
hatid and power tools and work with wood,
m4 al and other materials.

XilOustrial Materials Testing
kistudy of industrial materials throu9h
'irarious testing7pechnigues. Typioul

,)kctivities include preparing test specimens-
'-:and submitting them to tests such as tiending,

, torsion, shear, compression, etc.

Xanufacturing
A study of manufacturing as an essential
,element of the world of work. Typial
activities include operation of various
tools and power machines for.wood,,plastrc
and metal.
A study of power technology as an essential
element of the world of %;lork. Typical
activities involve the operation and
servicing of engines, and electrical,
mechanical, and hydraulic devices.

Visual Communications
A study of visual communications as an
essential element of the wo ld of work.
Typical activities include sketching,
mechanical drawing, photography,
offset, letterpress, and printing by silk
screen.

Trade & Industrial

Air Conditioning and Refrfgeration
and Heating'
17.0100
Instruction includes fundamentals, theory,
installation, and servicing procedures on
domestic, and commeridal air conOitioners,
refrigeration units and automatic heating
systems.

138 1 352.
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Appliance Repair
174200
Learners are taught the necessary theory and

, skills used in installing, diagnosing, and
repairing both small and large consumer
products appliances).

Architectural grafting
17.1301
Prepares students to make working and
presentation drawings as well as model making
of residential and cdmmercial/industrial
buildings.

Auto Body arid Fender
17.0301
This course traina learners to fix dents in
auto and truck bodies by reshaping the metal,-
filling dents, and replacing damaged parts.

005

142

008

Automotive Mechanics
17.0302 009
Provides training in troubleshooting and
repairs of autoinotive engines.

Automotive Occupations
Training in specialized automotive areas such
as automobile air,conditioning repair and/or

.

transmission repair.

Automotive Specialist
17.0103, 010
this is a course designed to prepare students,.
who have a basic knowledge of auto mechanics,
With skills in troubleshooting and repair of
automatic transmissions, nd,automotive air
conditioners.

Building Construction Occupations
'Basic' classroom and practical experiences to
be taught as a general, industrial áurriculum
concerned with the erection and installation
of buildings and other structures using
assorted materials such as metal, wood, stone,

4prick, glass, concrete, .or composition
substances.

Building Maintenance,
17.1091
Students develop skills in first and se ond
echelon maintenance and repair of build ngs.

139
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'

Minding Sanitation
17.1100
Students learn to perform the taSks required
for cleaning office buildings and apartment
houses.

Business Machine Repair
17.0600'
Students develop skills needed to become
employed in jobs repairing typewriters
(manual and electric), calculating machines,
duplicating machines.

Cabinet Making and Millwork
17.3601
Development of skills necessary for the
construction and finishing of fufniture 'for
home, industry, and commercial eStablishments.

040

017

110

Carpentry
17.1001 027
Carpentry students will learn to read speci-
fication and architectural drawing0 beboie
familiar with building codes'and, in addition,
develop skills in the use of tools of the trade.

Type Composition
17.1901 056
The course includes development of skills
.needed in the prtnting industry for
typesetting.

Commercial Art
17.0700
Prepares students for a career in advertising
.art layout, finished art and illustrationt
package design, lettering silk screen art,
preparation of art for reproduction.

Commercial Photography
17.0900
Students learn to use cameras and darkroom
equipment to produce photographs that can be
used fox portraits and advertising.

Computer Maintenance
Instruction includes number system, Boolean
'algebra, binary logic, computer circuits
and components, memory units, and
input-output equipment.

140137
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Cosmetology.
17.2602
Preparation for the Pennsylvania State
Board Examination for a Beauty Salon
Operator's license.

Custodial Services
Instruction includes experiences in the use
of hand and power equipment concerned witb
all phases of the care and cleaning of
buildings

Diesel Mechanic
17.1200
Students learn to trouble shoot, and repair
diesel systems such as, fuel system injectors,
and4other components.

Dressmaking
17.3301'
Specialiied classroom and laboratory
experiences concerned with the construction,
alteration, and fitting of women:s appare.l.

Duplicating Services
17.1907
The specific aim for this course is to train
students as operators of duplicating
equipment, including spirit mimeograph, and
small offset presses, as well as addressing
and collating equipment.

Electrical Construction Maintenance .

Classroom and shop experiences concerned
with layout, assembly, installation, testing,

, and maintenance of electrical fixtures,
apparatus, and wiring used in electrical
systems.

Electricity (Industrial)
17.1401
Electricity and magnetism, testing #nd
repairing and maintenance wiring, light and
power, and repair of motors are areas of
instruction in this course.
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Foundry
17.2301
The principal purpose of a foundry is to
prepare sand molds to receive molten metal
and thus produce castings.

070

Floor Covering
17.1094 %.
Learners are instructed in estimating blueprint
reading, and laying of resilient and soft floor
coverings.

Laundry/Dry Cleaning f

17.1600 K.__ 052
Instruction emphasis is on identifying, marking,
entering, sorting, dry cleaning, washing,
pressing, bleaching, drying in relation to all
types of fabrics.

Meat Cutting
17.2301
This course of instruction includes meat
cutting, processing, merchandising, in-
speetion, and buying for Uutcher shops,
chain stores, and meat packing facilities.

Machine Shop
17.2302
A course designed to give the students
knowledge of the operation of the machine
tools used in manufacturing.

Masonry Instruction
Includes instruction in the layout and con-
struction of walls, piers, footings, chimneys,
lintels, and floor slabs made from concrete, °

brick, block, (glass, cinder & concrete) and
mortar.

Mechanical Drafting
Teaches students to prepare, detail, and
assemble drawings for industry to include
schematics, orthographic projection, and
sections of component parts of machinery and
equipment.

139
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Optical Mechanics
17.2103
Training in this course provides skillg of
making eyeglasses to a doctor's
prescription.

117

Packaging and Processing
17.9906
A cour4e for trainable retarded students in which
habituation and adjustment to work take
place.

Painting and Decorating
17.1005
The learner prepares for use and applies all
types of finishes for both the inside and
outside of a building.

/dr
Patternmakin
17.9906'
Students learn to make objects of wood or
metal that are used to make impressions in
sand.

Plumbing
Includes instruction in the installation,
maintenance., and repair of liquid and gas
pipes, fixtures, and fittings, located in
residential, commercial, and industrial
buildings.

031

. 114

Power Sewing
,17.3390 104
Provides theory and laboratory experiences on
single and multiple needle machines.

Printing (Hot Type)
17.1902
Students develop skills in setting type by
hand, justifying lines, and assembling type
and cuts in a galley for printing articles.
Determining type size, style, measuring
copy, use of a composing stick and justi-
fying lines are some of the skills taught
in the course.
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Printing Occupations
17.1902 057
A course which prepares students with skills
in the photographic processes needed 'for
plate making, paste up and'line up as used
by the printing industry.

Printing.(Offset)
17.190A2
Instruction is given in offset printing
and the following operations: composing,
paper cutting, duplicating, addressing,
collating, stitching.

Radio and TV Repair
17.1503
Basic.electricity, circuit theory, use of
test eqUipment, construction, wiring and
soldering skills are all taught during
workshnp instruction as well as trouble
shooting and repair of consumer elec eq.

,
Speet Metal
Y7.2305
Skills suäh as layout, development, cutting,
fabrication of 'a11 hand and floor machinery
which include cutting, punching, drilling,
riveting, forminTand crimping metal: making.
Development and blueprint reading are taught
in this course.

Shoe Repair
17.3401
All aspects of shoe repairing and rebuilding
are encompassed in this course. Included are
hand and machine operations needed to perform
shoe,repairing:

Small Engine Repair
Includes instruction in the maintenance,
repair, and application for all makes of
two and four cycle internal combustion
engines.
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Tailoring
17.3302
Specialized learning Qxperiences concerned
with fabrication and alteration by hand and
machine:

Upholstery
17.1305
This course covers training in the areas of
repairing or replacing damaged or defective
upholstery on furniture and in building new
upholstered furniture.

Vending Machine Repair
17.9904
This course is an electro-mechanica,A offering
in which the student specializes,i trouble-
shooting and repairing and maintaining coin
operated-vending machines.

Welding
17.2306
Modern methods of metpl fabrication and
contruction. Including gas AC/DC, TIG and MIG
welding.

Technical Education

103

109

119

075

jorAudioVisual CommunicStions
Technical
16.0691 04w,, 229
Classroom, laboratory, studio, and practical
experience in TV/Radio, Photography
production and me&lods.

Bio-Medical Technology
16.0109 209
Theory of operation, diagnostic operations
and repair of electronic/mechanical devices
used in the Health Occupations.

Communications Technblogy
17.1501 gp
Stu'dents will work with closed circuit TV
studio and control room dquipment.

142
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Drafting, Architectural
A program of instruction designed to provide
the pupil with knowledge and understanding of
scientific principles, mathematical concepts,
and communicative and technical skills
combined with laboratory experiences which are-
supportive to the architect and the archi-
tectural engineer.

Electronics, Technical
17.1500
Basic electricity, circuit theory, electronic
tubes and circuits, transistors, use of test
equipment, technical mathematics, con-
struction, wiring, soldering and shooting
are areas of instruction in this course.

Industrial Chemistry
16.0105
Instruction in technical analysis of com-
mercial products, including qualitative and
quantitative analysis, organic chemistry, and
industrial processes are given in this course.

051

205

Instrumentation
16.0112 212
Emphasis is on fundamental measurements as well
as theoretical and laboratory study of
pneumatic and electronic controls including
systems applicatings.

Metalworking Occupations
Basic learning experiences to be taught as a
general industrial curriculum designed to prepare
metalworker ca able of fabricating and assembling
a variety of pfoducts.in metalworking occupations
including machining, foundry, welding, sheet and
plate metals. 0
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Academies (Vocational). Vocational and technical school
programs that are separately orgarfized and administered ("a
school within a school") for the purpose of providing training)
for disadvantaged potential dropout inner-city youth, unable to
qualify for regular vocational schools.

Adapted-Physical Education. Physical educa ion programs that
are modified in various ways to accommodate han icapped children.

Adult Vocational Education. Ethic ion de gned for
out-of-school youth and adults who have e t or completed high
school and desire to pursue a vocational education curriculum or
course in preparation for entrance inta the labor market, or to.

. acquire new or supplementary skills to achieve stability or
advancement in their current employment. The programs are
primarily part-time but may be full-time.

Advisory Council. A group of persons from inside or odiside
of the educational profession chosen to advise (with nO final
decision making power) the schootsystemts chief executive
offiger and other professional stiYf meMbers regarding selected
aspects of the school system's activity.

Advisory Council For Career Education. -In Philadelphia, the
group is composed of thirty-three persons representing'one or
more aspects of community activity (e.g., business, labor,
industry,-youth services agencies, and other civic services) who
are drawn together to provide advisory services to the school
system's chief executive officer and other professional staff
members regarding the school system's career education
activities.

4 Affect.) An'individual's feelings, emotions, moods,
temperament, and the like. "Lack of affect" is a term frequently
used o describe an individual who appears to express no, or
minimal,- emotions or feelings as a part of overall being'.

Anecdotal Record. A report that contains observed behavior
of a particular indiv4dual.

Annua1 Goals. These are required by P.L. 94-142 to be a part
of each handicapped child's Individualized Educational Program
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(IEP). Annual goals are statements of anticipated growth in a
pupil's skill and knowledge as a result of participation in an
educational program. These goals should be appropriate and
feasible for the child to attain during the year, and are
developed from an analysis of the particular child's assessed
present level of performance.

Appropriate Program. A prOgram of education and/or training
for exreptional school-aged persdns which meets individual needs
as agreed upon by a parent, school district, and/or intermediate
unit personnel; or as ordered by a hearing officer; or upon
appeal as ordered by the Secretary of Education.

/1'

Aptitude. A person's natural talent or.ability and readiness
to learn in some particular area.

Area Vocational-Technical School (A.V.T.S.). A specialized
high school which provides for organized learning experiences in
vocational education, for the development of skills, knowledge,
attiiudes, and work habits in students preparing for entrance'
into chosen occupational fields.

Assessment. In its broad)rst sense, this is the process of
obtaining as much information as possible from as wide a variety
of sources as possible in order to provide a student with
appropriate and meaningful education programs.

Attitude. A.characteristic manner of feeling that one person
has towardi another person dr thing.

Basic Skills. A term frequently used in referring to
education, which emphasizes literacy in language, mathematics,
natural scdences, history, and related social sciences.

Blind. A visual handicap of a severe degree. Persons in
Wham there is visual acuity of 20/200.or less in the better eye
with correcting glasses, or a peripheral field so contracted that
the widest di'ameter of such field subtends an angular distance no
greater than 20 degrees.
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Brain Damage. Those persons who manifest severe behavior
and/or learning disorders resulting from a severe insult to-the
brain as identified by a neurological examination.

Career Development. The gatheringoof information and the
selection of the proper courses to prepare,for a chosen career,

_Career Education. A way of organizingl'all education so that
students can better understand themselves and how to prepare for

a kuture career.

CETA (Comprehensive Employment Training Act). A federally
funded,Act to provide comprehensive manpower services throughout

the nation. CETA includes the Aevelopment and creation of job..
opportunities, training, education, and other needed services so
that individuals can secure and retain employment at their
maximum capacity.

P-

Cluster. A group of related subjects in which a student may

prepare for-employment in a specific occupation-or related
occupations,

Community Awareness. Understanding the political, social,
and economic structure of the community.

1

Competency. Nchievement of knowledge, skills, values, and
attitudes required for a given task.

Competency-Based Vocational Instruction. An approach to
vocational instruction in witich the emphasis is upon the student
developing and demonstrating specified competencies as measured
by performance tests, rather than on only having intellectual
knowledge of how to do some thing

Comprehensive High Schools. Schools which offer al academic
subjects and may offer one or more vocational education programs.

Course. A planned program of subject matter instruction;

such as algebra, typing, Spanish, and So forth.
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Course Selection. A procedure-by-which a student selects
courses of study with assistance from parents teachers, and
guidance coungelors.

Craft Advidry Committee. A committee composed of
representatives who advise one specific program, or all of the
programs-in an occupational-cluster, in one school or in a school
system.

CSET (Child Study Evaluation Team). The formal
.Multidisciplinary team composed Of the Trincipal, counselor,
nurse, instructional advisor, school psychologist, and other
'requested professionals who meet with the parent to review,all,
data for the purpose of making diagnostic and programming
deCisions concerning handicapped children or children suspected
of having a handicapping condition. Parents are guaranteed the
right to participate actively in all evaluation and iDlacement
decisions regarding their child.

Deaf. A,hearing handicap of a severe degree. Those persons ,

in whom the sense of,hearing is nonfunctional for the ordinaty
purposes of life. Ais inCludes the congenitally and
adventitiously deaf. The following represents hearing loss as.
defined by audiometer measurements: (a) Severe hearing loss-760
db to 90 db, and (b) Deaf--90 db or more in both ears.

Decision Making. The skill of applying one's knowledge to a
rational process that assesses all aVailable options.

Diagnostic Prescriptive Teaching. A system of teaching in,
which specific instructional and curricular attivities are based
upon an assessment, or diagnosis, of an individual child's
particular learning strengths and weaknesses

Diagncistic Test. A test designed to pinpoint a particular
pupil's relative.strengths and weaknesses in a certain subject or,
modality area.

Dictionary of -Occupational Titles (D.O.T.). A publication of
the United States Department of Labor which describes and defines
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jobs, duties, working conditions, and related information-for
over 20,000 occupations.

Due Process- Procedural safeguards established and 4

guaranteed by legislation and.ditigation' designed to protect an
.individual from violations oi constitutional rights to an
appropriate education.

,

Economic .AwarenesS. The perdeption of the relationship Of
the economic processes in the environment to one's life career
decision.

'Educational AwareneSs. The pertept* of the relationship of
edaCation to career and life roles. .

Educational'Field aperience.. Any planned.instructional
activity whiCh places students at a learning site other than the
school building at which theY are enrolled for the purpose pf'
obtaining educational experiendes not otherwise available.

1. COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION - Planned instruction
developed through a dOcumented coverative arrangement-among
school representatives, students, parents, and employers in
the community for,providing students with the opportunity
to alternate in-school academic and vocational instruction
with entry.,-level paid emPIoyment tn. any Occupational'field.
The student's total occupational work experience is planned,
coordinated, and supervised by the-school ip close
cooperation with the employer. The following describes the
kinds of cooperative vocational education:

a. The specialized fields approach includes cooperative
vocational education in agriculture,'business,
distribution, health occupationt, home economics
occupations, ar trade and industrial education.

b. The diversifled occupations approach provides, a,
heterogeneous group of students from more than one
vocational ed4cation program.

2. WORK STUDY PROGRAM - A program designed to provide-
financial aid through part-time work for vocational students
outside of school hours. The,student may perform work in
the school system or,-any other public agency. Work performed
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will be adequately supervjged and. coordinated. 'Whenever
pogible, it is desirable.to relate the work-81.0y program
to the educational program of thestudent. Genierally, job
placement should 4-tilize the student's abilitites, interests,
and training.'

3. WORK RELEASE PROGRAM - A program in which a student is
released from school for a portion of the school day, in
accordance wlbth existing federal and state laws, to obtain
paid employment. The primary purposes of the program are to
provide students with income and the values associated with
being productive. The type of employment may or may not
be related to any future vocational intereats or prior .

schooling or training.

4. GENERAL FIELD EXPERIENCE - Any instructional activity
which places a student in a fi,eld experience program which
is not primarily vocational in nature but is designed-to
promote the student's general educational development. The
program is usually nonpaid and offered to orient the
participants to the nature of the community'outside the
school. The intent is to enhance the general'social arcd

intellectual development of students and not to provide
vocational training for them. Such programs may vary
greatly, but all share the common interest of facilitating
the general learning objectives of the school as
distinguished from its.vocational objectives.

Emotional Disturbance. Those persons who manifest a severe
major affective psychosis which is characterized by a single
disorder of mood, such as. either extreme elation or'depression,
that dominates the mental lite of the person and is responsi411Xe
for whatever loss of contact Oey may have with their
environment.

Employment Tests procedures Aed to measure (usually paper
and pencil, oral, or, rformance) those skills and competencies
possessed by persons who intend to-work in a chosen occupation or-
trade.

Experience-Based Career Education. A program which provides
students with carefully planned, supervised learning experiences
gained from both outside and within-school learning activities'.
It attempts to bridge the gap between the classroom and the
community.



A Field Trip. Any plannned educational activity which takes.
groups of students outside the school for short durations and for
experiences of limited intensity, to be distinguished from the
"general.field experience program" described previously.

Handicapping Conditions. Mental,-physical, and/or
psychological problems which may limit a student's success in a
regular educational program. 0

Hearing Impaired. A hearing loss ranging from mild (hard of
hearing) to profound (deaf), which interferes with the
development of the communication process and results in failure
to achieve full educational potential. A person shall be
assigned to a program for the hearing impaired1when the
evaluation and Individualized Education Progranf indicate that
such a program is appropriate, provided that the evaluation
includes a report by an audiologist and otologist.

Homebound Instruction. A placement alternative for persons
who are suffering from a mental or physical illness and,whose
attendance at school is not possible because of illnegs.
Authorization for absence is prescribed by a licensed physician
or a-practitioner of the hearing arts.

Individualized Education Program(IEP). A summary document
that outfins the appropriate education for every child
identified as exceptional. It must include--

1. a statemen't of the chfld's present levels of
educational performance,

2. a tatement of annual goals, including short-term")
inetructional objectives,

3. a statement of specific special education and related
services to be provided and the extent to which the
child will be able to participate in regular educational
programs,

4. the projeCted dates for initiation and luration of
services; and

5. appropriate objective criteria and evaluation
procedures.
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Individualized Instruction. A method of instruction which
allows students to progress at their best rate of learning with
the instructional materials and the activities tailored to meet
the needs of individual students.

Interest. One's feelings, concerns, or curiosity towards
something with a desire to learn more about it.

Internships. The developMent of occupational (professional)
competence through practice, after theory education has been
completed.

Interpersonal helationship. The interaction between
individuals and groups, or among individuals.

IQ Score. An intelligence quotient derived from an
individually administered psychological test.

Job Application. A measure (usually in written form) used to
collect data to be used in determining, among other things, the
extent to which applicants meet predetermined standards for a
work position.

Job Interview. A planned consultation or a face-to-face
meeting between an interviewer and one or more individuals who
are applying for a work position.

Learning Disability. A deficiency in the acquisition of
basic learning skills, including but not limited to the ability
to reason, think, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical
calculations, as identified by an educational and psychOlogical
evaluation. Persons who have learning disorders which are
primarily'the result of visual, hearing, or other handicaps, or
mental retardation, or emotional factors, or of environmental
disadvantage are not learning disabled. The term learning
disability does not exclude the possibility that a learning
disabled person may also exhibit such conditions as brain damage
or minimal brain dysfunction. A person shall be assigned to a
program for the learning disabled when the evaluation and
Individualized Education Program inicate that such a program is
appropriate, provided that the evaluation clearly indicates that
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the person can demonstrate average or above average intellectual
functioning on an appropriate intelligence measure. The
evaluation shall include an assessment of specific academic
strengths and weaknesses.

Least Restrictive Environment. A basic principle of
P.L. 94-142 under which handicapped students must be educated
with nonhandioapped students to the maximum extent possible. In
1;11aking a placement decision for each -individual handicapped
ch41d, that specific child's physical, cognitive, and
psychological needs must be taken into consideration when
developing the Individualized Education Program.

Local Education Agency (LEA). This term is used to refer to
an administrative arrangement designated to assume re-sponsibility
for providing public education for all pupils within its
jurisdiction; (e.g., a school district).

Magnet School. A school specializing in a specific
discipline*thereby attracting students throughout the city who
are interested in pursuing career choices related to an area of
specialty.

Mainstreaming. The concept that handicapped children should
be integrated with nonhandicapped children to the maximum extent
possible. The essence of the "mainstreaming concept" is to
provide handicapped children with an appropriate educational
program in as "normal" or "regular" an environment as possible;
the "most normal" being in regular classes. Each child's program
must be determined on an individual basis, and programming
recommendations are based upon a child's specific strengths and

4 weaknesses.

Mentally Gifted. Outstanding intellectual and creative
ability, the development of which requires special activities or
services not ordinarily provided in the regular program. Persons
shall be assigned to a program for the gifted when they have an
IQ of 130 or higher. A limited number of persons with IQ scores
lower than 130 may be admitted to gifted programs when other
educational criteria in the person's profile strongly indicated
gifted ability.
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Mentally Retarded. Impaired mental development which
adversely affects a person's educational performance. A mentally
retarded person exhibits significantly impaired adaptive behavior
in learning, maturation, and/or social adjustment as a result of
subaverage intellectual functioning. The degree of retarda.tion
and the level of social and academic functioning, not deviant
behavior patterns, shall be the factors in determining the
individualized program. A person shall be assigned to a program
for the mentally retarded when the evaluation ahd Individualized
Education Program indicate such a program for the--

1. educable mentally retarded, unless his or her IQ score
is lower than 80,

2. trainable mentally retarded, unless his or her IQ score
is lower than 55,

3. severely and profoundly mentaiLy retarded unless his or
her adaptive behavior is so s verely impaired that
education programming is orie ted to behaviors that may
be considered absolutely basic to higher levels of
skilled performance. Individuals with an IQ score lower
than 30 may be considered fbr these programs and shall
be evaluated by a physician prior to assignment.

Notice of Recommended Assignment (NORA). A written notice in
the language or mode of communication normally used by the
person to whom the notice is being given, which informs the
parent or student of the student's special education program or
placement, or change in program or placement.

Occupational Centers. Specialized schools designed to
provide small-group vocational training to special needs
youngsters.

Performance-Based Education. System in which students are
expected to demonstrate their learned skills and are measured
against business and industry standards.

Physically Handicapped. Orthopedic and/or other health
impairments of sufficient magnitude to limit a person's classroom
accommodation and educational performance. A person shall be
assigned to a program for the physically handicapped when the
evaluation and Individualized Education Program indicate that
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such a program is appropriate provided that the evaluation.
includes reports from a physician and a certified public school
psychologist.

Placement Tests. Procedure used to place persans in jobs.

Postsecondary Vocational Education. Education designed
primarily for youth or adults who have completed high school and
are available to pursue a full-time, one-or-two-year preparatory
curriculum in for entering employment.

7

Preparatory Vocational Education. Education nd training
that preparatory to employment, such as programs provided in high
school and others in postsecondary and adUlt,programs that
provide instruction leading to the initial employment of an ,

individual.

Project Business. A practical business experience approach
provided to eighth and ninth grade students for the purpose of
relating information about the American business system.

Public Law 88-352. Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title VI
relates to non-discrimination im federally assisted programs. It
prol:lides that no person in the United Sf.ates shall, on the
grounds of race, color or national origin be excluded from../s
participation in or be subjected to iscrimination under any
program or activity*receiving feder 1 assistance.

Public Law 92-318. Federal law passed in 1972, Title IX of
the Educational Amendments of 1972 extends from preschool
through graduate sChool and protects students, professional
staff, and support staff from sex discrimination.

Public Law 93-112, Section 504. The Rehabilitation Act of
1973, reaffirlds every handicapped child's right-to a feee,
appropriate education and opportunities to benefit from services
equal to those provided .for other individuals. In addition,
colleges and postsecondary programs that receive federal funds
may not discriminate against applicants on the basis of handicap,
and all programs and.services must be barrier-ft*.
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Public Law 94-142. The Education for All Handicapped
Child4en Act; defines a viable national standard for special
education and related services for handicapped children.

Public Law 947482. The Vocational Act Amendtents of 1976 JJ

extends the Higher Education Act of 1956 and revises the
Vocational Act of 1963. Among other.functions, it assists
persons in employment, supports youth opportunities, Omands
continuing education in.colle9. and universities, and supports
resource materials-sharing p ograms.

Related SerVices. .Tran portation and such developmental,
. corrective, and other suppo tive services as are required to
assist a handicapped child t benefit from special education.

atellite Vocational EduCation Curriculum. A curriculum
esta lished, maintained, and administered by an area
voce 1.0r-hal-technical board in a participating school district
facility as an integral part of the area vocational-technical
schoo1.

exism. Preferential or discriminatory treatment solely on
the basis4of sex.

Short-Term Instructional Objectives. Short-term
instructional objectives are the learning tasks needed by a child
to reach k certain educational goal. They should be stated in
behavioralterms (can-be objectively measured), and an "expected .

date of accomplishment" for each objective must be included.

Skills Center.. A shared-time high school-level facility and
prdgram that provides vocational education to students who are
available for study in preparation for entering the labor market.
Students receive academic training at their comprehensive high
school (or "home school") while attending the skills center on
alternate days or weeks.

Socially and Ethotionally Disturbed. A condition exhibiting
one or more of the following iiharacteristics over a long period)
of time and to a marked degree: an inability to learn which
cannot be explained by intellectual, sen ory, or health factors;
an inability ta build or maintain sat'sfa:ory interpersonal
relationships with peers and teachers; in.propriate types of
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behavior or feelings; a general pervasive mood of unhappiness or
depression; or a tendency to develop physical symptoms, pains, or
fears associated with personalor school problems. A person
shall be assigned to a program for the socially and emotionally
disturbed when the evaluation and Indiyidualized Education
Program indicate that such a program i1s appropriate, provided
that the evaluation includes reports from a board-certified or
approved psychiatrist.

Special Education Instructional Programs. A basic.
educational (planned) program adju ted to meet .the educational
needs' of exceptional persons. Sp91cial Oducation Programs may be
arranged in the following fashio :

1. Regular Programs. Regular programs do pot qualify for
special education funding but may meet the needs. of cprtaity
exceptional persons. Instruction shall emphasi-re both subject
content and developeent of special skills in accordanCe with the
student's Individualized Education Program.

2. Itinerant Programs. Itinerant programs shall be designed:

a. for students enrolled in regular classes who are
generally expected to spend 25 percent or less Of their time with
an itinerant special education teacher. The itinerant teacher
travels from school to school and instructs students in the
development of special skills in accordance with the 'tudent's
Individualized Education Program.

b. for students who have multihandicapping conditions
enrolled in a special educati.on class rand who are required.to,z
spend up to 25 percent of their time in supportive instruction in
skill development in accordance with the sbudent's Individualized
Education program. rnstruction is provided on an individual or
small-group basis by an itinerant special education teacher who
travels from school to school.

\\3. Resource Room. Resource rooms shall be designed for students
who are generally expected to spend 50 percent or less of their
time with the special education teacher, either in individual or
in small-group instruction. Instruction shall emPhasize
development of special skills in accordance with the student's
Individualized Education Program rather than subject content.
For the remainder of their time, students are assigned to regular
education programs or to other types of special education
programs.
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4. P4rt-time Special Class. Part-time sPecial classes shall be
designed for students who are generally expected to sPend 50 to NC

0 85 percent of their time with the special education teacher..
Instruction shall emphsiZe both subject content and development
of special skills in accordance with the student's Individualized
Education Program. Up to 10 .percent of the students.time shall
be spent in related activities as described under subsection (1)
of this section. For the remaining time, students are released
to participate in individual work experience, work training, or
vocational education programs, while their special education
teacher is assigned to instruct a second.group of students or to
perform other responsibilities.

5. Full-time Special Class. Full-time gioecial.classes shall be
designed for students who are generally expected to spend 85
perc&nt or more of their time with the special education teacher.
Instruction shall'emphasize both subject con'tent and development
of special skills in accordance with the student's Individualized
Education Program- Tbe remaining time sha11b.esp.énti.ntL.ed
activities, such as art, music, physical education, industrial
arts, and home economics, with emphasis on the concept pf
mainstreaming.on an individual or group-assignment basi-g.

Speech and Language Impaire . Communication disorders of
impaired language, voice, flueriy, or articulation to such a
degree that academic achievement is invariably affected and the
condition is significantly handicapping to the affected person.
A person shall be assigned to a program for the speech and
language impaired when the screening lox a speech clinician and
the Individualized Education Program indicate that such a program
is appropriate. Where appropriate, an evaluation by a certified
public school psychologist or physician shall be performed.

Subject. A single unit of instruction within a course of
study.

Subject Sequencing. A logical order of gaining knowledge
about a specific subject, leading from-basic to more complex
information over two or more years by selecting related subjects
by level.

Surrogate Parent. A volunteer who represents a handicapped
person when decisions are to be made concerning educational



(I '14
evaluation, placement, and program. Surrogate parents are
as-Signed to handicapped preschool and school-aged persons who are
wards of the state, or whose parents or guardians are unknown or
unavailable. Surrogate parents are selected, trained, and
assigned by the intermediate unit.

Supplementary Vocational Education. Education and training
provided for employed or unemployed persons, deSigned to
supplement existing skills and knowledge for the purpose of
upgrading and updating these skills so the individuals might
compete more effectively in the labor market or advance in their
occupation.

Task. A specific job to be done, a givem piece of work
performed, within an occupation.

Talented. Outstanding talent as identified by a team of
educators and professionps'competent in the areas ,of art, music,
dance, photographic arts, or theater, the development of which
requires special activities or.services not ordinarily provided
in the regular program. A person identified as talented shall te
eligible to attend the Governor's School for the Arts.

p Vemis (VOcational Education Management Information $ystem),
Aircollection system used in Pennsylvania to systematize over a
thousand'institutional sources of manpower development, eleven
basic data sdbsystems and twenty-four different.data collection
forms..

Visually Impaired. A visual impairment which adversely
affects a person's educational erformance. A person shall be
assigned to a program for the visually impaired when the
evaluation and Individualized Education Program indicate that
such a program is appropriate, provided that the evaluation
includes an examination by an eye .specialist and a written report
of the nature and degree of the visua) impairment.

Vocational Agriculture Education.1 Education gesigned to
ptepare an individual to enter or advance in prodUction
agriculture, agribusiness, renewable natural resources,
agricultural mechanics, and environmental occupations.
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Vocational Assessment Center. A location designed to provide
students in middle and junior high schools an opportunity to
explore and discover their interest in, and ability for the
various vocational careers.

Vocational Business Education. Education designed to prepare
an individual to enter or advance in an occupational field where
success is largely dependent upon competency in accounting,
clerical, data processing, or secretarial' occupations and similar
buginess pursuits.

- Vocational Discipline. A course of instruction designed to
train students for a particular carer within the areas of
Agriculture, Business Education, Health, Trade and Industrial
Education, Distributive Education, and TechniFal Education.

Vocational Distributive Education. Education designed to
meet the needs of persons who have entered or are preparing to
enter a distributive occupati requkring competency in one or
more of'the functions of marke ing and/or knowledge of products
and services.

Vocational Education. P eapproved programs Oder public
supervision and control th provide organized /earning
experiencesdesigned to develoP.skills, knowledge,, attitudes, and
work habit in order to prepare individuals"for entrance into and
progress through various levels of employment in occupational
fields including agriculture, businesS, distribution, health,
gainful and useful home economics, and trades and industry,

1. Vocational Agriculture Education designed to prepare an
individual to enter or advance injoroduction agriculture,
agribusinesg, renewable natural rethources, agrrcultural
mechanics,and environmental occupations.

2. Vocational Business Education - Education designed to
prepare an individual to enter or advance in an occupational
field 'wherein success is largely dependent upon competency
in accounting, clerical, data processing,- or secretarial
occupations and similar business pursuits.

3. Vocational Distributive Education - Education designed to
meet the needs ofyersons who haVe entered or are preparing.-
'to enter a distributive occupation requiring competency in
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one or more of the functions of marketing and knowledge
of products and services.

4. Vocational Health OcCupations Education - Education
comprising subject matter and planned experience for
preparing individuals to provide care and health services
in support of the health professions.

5. Vocational Home Economics Education - Education that focuses
on preparing pupils for the roles'of homemaker or wage
earner. The gainful program is designed,to prepare a
student for employment in an occupation which uses the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes in the subject matter area
of home economics. The useful program is'designed to help
an individual and family improve the home environment and
quality of family life.

Vocational Education Advisory Council. A committee composed
of representatives of the general public, including at least one
representative from business, industry, and labor who are drawn
together to provide advisory services to vocational educators on
the world of work and provide a link to it for their students.

Vocational Guidance & Counseling. Method conceTne with the
problems and techniques involved in choosing an occupatl n and in
becoming adjusted in it.

Vocational Industrial Education. Those forms of vocational
eduption that fit for industrial pursuit. It includes
occupational training foe women and girls other than training for
the vocation of homemaking. It also includes public and other
service occupations. There are two general types of vocational
industrial education programs defined for the purposes of this
document:

1. Vocational Trade and Industrial Education - Education
.designed to develop manipulative skills and leadership
abilities, acquire technical knowledge and related
occupational information to prepare an individUal
for initial employment, upgrade skills, or Iletrain
out-of-school youth and adult workers in trade,
technical, and industrial occupations.

2. Industrial Arts Education - Those education programs
(a) which pertain to the body of related subject
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matter, or related courses organized for'thd
development of understanding about all aspects of
industry and technology, including learning experiences

, involving activities such as eXperimenting, designating.,
constructing, evaluating, dhd using tools, machines,
materials; and processes;.and (b) Which asSist
individuals in the making of infoemed and Meaningful
occupational choices, or which prepare them foc entry
into advanced trade and industrial or technical education
programs.

Vocational Library. A room or designated area equipped for
providing tpchnical training and theory.

Vocational Shop. -A vocational room or area used for the
purpose of prov,iding skills training.

Vocational Student Organization. An integral part of each
vocational program utilized to develop leadership competencies
and positive attitudes toward fulfilling occupational, civic,
social, and community responsibilities.

Vocational Student Organizations. Youth organizations that ,/ 110
maximize educational experiences and learning opportunities by
.exposing the student to a variety-of experiences similar to those
in the chosen occupation. Planned classroom activities that may
meet after school emphasize career planning, civic awareness,
social competence, leadership ability, and occupational
.prepar"ation related to the student's vocational course-of study.

Vocational Teacher/Advisors. Instructors who possesses
knowledge, skills, and experience in the occupation about which
they are is teaching.

Work Habits. Job-related behavior which is expected on the
job.

Work Programs. Planned educational activities designeq to
spermit application in a realistic situation or bacXground of the .

skills and knowledge previously learned.
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